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INTRODUCTION 
The  C.O.F.A.C.E.  has  been  prompted  by  various  reasons  to  propose 
and  finally undertake  an  inquiry  into Advertising  and  Children. 
In  the  first place, it was  natural  that the  member  organizations 
and  correspondants  of the  C.O.F.A.C.E.  (family  and  women's  organiza-
tions  concerned  with  improvement  of  family  life) should  desire  to see 
the  problems  posed  every  day  by  advertising  aimed  at young  people, 
and  particularly children and  teenagers,  made  the  subject of a serious 
investigation within  the  framework  of the  European  Community. 
The  reasons  for such  an  investigation are  economic  since  the 
family  is a consumer  unit.  They  are  educational.  They  are  social 
since  the  family,  which,  for  its part, teaches  the  children  about 
life, has  been  faced  for several  years  with  advertising  aimed  at 
the  children with  preoccupations  and  interests which  are  unrelated 
to  his  education. 
The  use  of advertising  aimed  at young  people  is part of  a 
world-wide  strategy. 
Its developments,  means  of action  and  methods,  which  are 
inspired exclusively  by  commercial  interests, more  or less modify 
demand  and,  also, the  life styles of present  as  well  as  future 
generations. - 2 -
The  social  impact  of these  methods  cannot  be  denied.  Their  func-
tion  and  methods  are  questioned  and  debated  with  great vigor  as  a 
component  of a liberal, industrial  society and  this is simply  because 
they  concern  the  behavior  and  life styles of  men  and  women,  both 
adults  and  young  people,  through  market  goods  and  the  act of 
purchasing  them. 
In  connection  with  young  people  and,  in  particular, children 
and  adolescents,  the  effects of  advertising  methods  take  on  particular 
importance  since,  in  these  cases,  they  are  directed at those  who  are 
in  their formative  years  and  normally  live in  a family  group  which 
provides  the  framework  for  their subsistence  and  development.  Adver-
tising's role with  regards  to  the  functions  performed  by  this group 
on  behalf of  the  child or adolescent  and  also  by  other groups 
participating in  the  child•s  education  may  seem  slight.  In  fact, this 
is not  the  case.  Advertising  is everywhere. 
Morever,  modern  dissemination  techniques,  radio,  television  ~r.~ 
communication  techniques  based  on  the  former  which  span  the  globe, 
play  an  important  part in public  as  well  as  private life. 
The  formation  of  the young  is, of  course,  linked  with  the  mass 
media  "for better or for worse".  Since  the  children  in  this country 
and  in  the  category  in  question  each  watch  about  900  hours  of  tele-
vision  a year,  which  represents  the  time  they  spend  in  school,  the 
situation necessarily  presents  a problem  for educators,  sociologists 
and  political  scientists. - 3  -
Then  again,  modern  dissemination  techniques  are  at the  service 
of  those  who  have  the  means  and  the  power  to  use  them. 
Advertising  has  used  these  techniques  and  pursued  its own  goals. 
Thus  it would  be  wrong  to  conduct  an  examination  of  advertising  rela-
tionships  and  those  of  the  child, outside of  this context,  even  though, 
if we  remain  within  these  limits, certain questions  naturally  come  to 
mind. 
What  is the  situation with  regards  to  advertising  for  and  using 
children  and  its uses  ?  How  are  they  received  ? What  line of  action 
should  be  taken  concerning  them  ? 
PURPOSE  AND  LIMITATIONS  OF  THIS  Sl.RVEY 
1 - WE  ARE  NOT  CONCERNED  WITH  ADVERTISING  IN  GENERAL 
The  title of  the  survey  determines  its limits.  It is not  a survey  on 
advertising  in  general,  on  its methods  and  role, even  though  we 
cannot  avoid  referring  to  it implicitly or explicitly. 
This  reference  includes  different points  of  view. 
First of all, with  relation to  advertising's  reason  for existing 
and  its purpose  with  the  meaning  which  has  relatively recently  been 
given  to  this word,  it is defined  as  "the  action  and  art of  exerting 
a psychological  influence  on  the  public for  commercial  purposes". 
The  perfection of its techniques  and  strategies is also  in 
question. - 4 -
We  are  also  concerned  with  the  neutrality required  of public 
authorities  by  advertising  agents  and  advertisers  in  the  name  of 
free  enterprise. 
Only  certain advertisements  (tobacco,  alcohol,  phanmaceutical 
products,  etc .•. ) are  subject to  prohibitions or previous  checks  and 
this varies  from  country  to  country. 
Consequently,  questions  regarding  misleading  and  unfair advertising, 
its control  by  law  and  its repression will  not  be  examined,  it being 
understood  that the  regulations  which  have  been  or are  to  be  set up 
to  eliminate it concern  the  general  public. 
But,  however  : 
It must  be  observed  that many  actions  aimed  at or including 
children play  on  the  emotional  reactions  of young  children  and  tend 
to  act upon  the  sensibilities  (fear, danger,  etc ...  ) of  their parents. 
It would  not  be  unreasonable  to  wonder  whether  such  advertising  could 
not  be  considered  at least unfair according  to  the  laws  of certain 
member  countries  or even  according  to  the  provisions  of  the  draft of 
the  comnunity  directive regarding  "misleading  and  unfair
11  advertising 
this draft is presently under  consideration. 
When  taking  advertising  into account  which  is aimed  at children 
or  even  their parents,  through  their children or  in  referring  to  them 
within  the  framework  of their responsibilities with  regard  to  health, 
safety, the  future ... of  their children,  appraisal  of the  unfairness  of - 5 -
the message  can  be,  and  everyone  will  say  it should  be,  more  demanding. 
We  should  think  that the  authorities  who  are  called  upon  to  control  such 
p ratices would,  in  practice,  be  more  concerned  with  the  special  nature 
of  the messages.  This  is  true whether  it is a question  of legal  cases 
or cases  of  self-regulation controls which  are  based  on  codes  of  good 
practice whose  applications  depend  largely on  the  sense  the  professional 
advertiser organizations  or advertising  agents  should  have  on  their 
responsibilities. 
In  the  present situation, preventative control  has  proved  useful 
in  certain member-countries  where  it exists in  quite different fonms, 
in  particular, in  Denmark  and  France.  In  Denmark  this is done  through 
the  general  action  of  the  Ombudsman.  In  France,  at least for televised 
advertising,  the  film  is examined  prior to  broadcasting  and  in  Holland 
the message  must  be  approved.  Of  course,  the  effectiveness of  such 
controls  should  be  judged  from  typical  cases  and,  better still, a set 
of  characteristics.  The  rest was  and  still is  the  point of  view  of 
those  who  used  the  above-mentioned  research  to  better attain the  goal 
of  the  advertising  itself. A recent survey  (1)  (a  great  number  of 
these  kinds  of  surveys  are  made  for marketing  purposes)  showed  how 
advertising  could  influence  the  child  and  the  adult in  quite  different 
ways.  Whereas,  for  the  adult,  knowledge  goes  before  positive apprecia-
tion  (which  makes  way  for preference  and  changes  into desire  and  leads 
to  purchase),  in  the  child  the  process  is different  ;  he  goes  from  an 
emotion  to  knowledge,  which  precedes  his  unconditioned  status, of the 
message  and  image  that it presents. 
(1)  Revue.Francaise  Marketing- September-October  1975. 
Derba1x,  Consumer  reaction  to  advertising  and  ranking  of effects. - 6 -
It is understandable  that advertising  be  subjected  to  the  comments 
of  teachers  and  psychologists  in order to  use  them,  this  time,  to  increase 
the  effectiveness of  campaigns  both  aimed  at and  employing  the  child. 
The  information  that the  advertiser or  advertising  agent  obtains 
from  market  surveys  for a particular product  or category  of product must 
be  added  to  this general  knowledge.  Unfortunately it is difficult if not 
impossible  to  obtain  these  surveys  and  inquiries. - 7 -
2 - THE  CHILQ  :  Tl\RGET,  PRESCRIRER,  t8.GU:·~ENT 
With  regards  to  the  child 0r adolescent,  advertising considers 
him  either a tarqet  9  as  a rea  1 or !)Otenti a  1 customer  who  buys  either 
for  himself or  the  family,  a sales orescriber or  ~s  ~ foil  or ns  ~ 
sales argument,  by  no  means  the  le~st important of these  uses. 
For  advertisers, the  chi 1  d  and  the  ado 1  escent constitute a  >1ARKET 
\a~hi ch  corresponds  to  a  segment  of  "homogeneous  consumers 
11  because  of 
their apparent  characteristics 9  mentalities  and  receptivities.  Yithin 
their own  normal  life  situations~ the  adolescent  and  the  child are 
individual  and  unique.  They  are  r1lso  very  numerous. 
Also,  because  of the  important  role  he  plays  in  society he  can  be 
considered  a  speci~l  C'~ent in  the f!larket  especially over  the  last 
twenty  years. 
Target 9  prescriber or fnil, argument  ;  these are, in fact,  the 
three  uses  of the  child and  adolescent  in advertisinn.  These  uses  vary 
according  to  age,  product  and  service and  also according  to  the media 
involved. 
- t~fQr91ng_!Q_~g~ 
Before  beinn  treated as  a  s~ecial market  agent,  the  child was 
discovered  for  himse 1  f o  Therefore,  we  havE:  a cons i ~erab  1  e  ar.iount  of 
research  and  surveys  available on  the  child's persone.lity,  his develop-
ment  and  his  place  in society.  Psychology,  psych0(ln~lysis$ tenchinf!  and 
other fields  have  taken  an  interest in him. 
This  research  took  place  before  r\dvertising  efforts as  we  kno\1/ 
them  today,  but it still bears  a  relation to  advertising  strate~y for - 8  -
which  much  useful  infonmation  has  been  extracted.  Among  many  others, Mrs. 
Montessori  utilized the  dynamism  that could  be  found  in  "a  social  movement 
favoring  the  child"  for "society,  civilization and  all  mankind"  (1). 
"To  deal  with  the  child  is  to  deal  with  the  most  sensitive point  in  an 
entire system  whose  roots  stretch back  to  ancient times  and  whose 
future extends  to  infinity." The  book  and  educational  undertaking  which 
followed  were  of  course  devoted  wholeheartedly  to  the  knowledge  of  the 
child himself  in order  to  give  him  his  true  place  in  society. 
Actually,  the  above-mentioned  surveys  and  research  are  of basic 
interest but  they  caused  very  important  trends  in  teaching  and  educa-
tion.  They  also  caused  new  relationships  to  form  between  children  and 
teachers  as  well  as  between  children  and  parents  beginning  with  the 
behavior of the  latter.  (2) 
To  come  back  to  the  various  uses  made  of  the  child  in  advertising 
strategy, it is observed  that marketing  theorists  refer frequently  to 
dis ti  ncti ons  that authors ,  Pi a  get, for ex amp 1  e, ha.ve  drawn  among  the 




- Maria  f 111ontessori 
(2}  Idem 
(3)  Piaget, J.,- The  Origins  of  Intelligence in Children-
New  York  Universities  Press,  !962. - 9 -
During  the  first and  second  ages  (0  to  18  mos.  and  18  mos.  to 
7 yrs.), the  child  is first a target through  his  parents  before  beco-
ming  (also)  a direct target and  a  sales  prescriber already  in  the  second 
age  and,  in particular, during  the  third  age  (7  to  12  yrs.)  and 
thereafter. 
As  a f0il  and  argument,  the  child or  adolescent holds  a  high 
position at all  stages  of development  and  even  before  birth. 
- 8ffQr9ing_!Q_mg219 
These  three  uses  are  found  in the  media  ;  posters, pamphlets, 
displays,  packaging,  the  press, movie  advertising, radio  and  televi-
sion.  However,  this  varies  according  to  the media  and  the  choice  is 
also  a function  of  the  product  and  desired  audience. 
The  difference springs mostly  from  the  preponderance  of writing 
associated with  the  image  in  a poster, display,packaging  and,  of 
course,  the  press,  or  to  the  importance  accorded  to  words  or sounds 
with  regard  to  the  radio, or words,  sound  and  picture with  regards 
to  television spots. 
The  child, the  indirect target and  argument,  can  be  present in 
each  of  these media.  It is only  after he  has  reached  a certain stage of 
deve 1  opment,  when  he  can  "symbo 1  i  c.~ 11S'  rapr-~scnt cJncr:;:tc  .~,~j.•cts  ••  ~  or, 
better, when  he  can  "perfonn  certain logical  operations  on  these 
representations",  that he  can  be  treated as  a direct target in all  the 
media. 
Of  course,  sound  and  picture have  determinant  roles  for the  child, 
above  all  if he  can  more  or  less  indentify with  a character in  the - 10  -
message  or at least recognize  the  character as  familiar. 
The  child is sensitive to  pictures, an  image  that moves  ~nd that 
talks  to  the group  to  which  he  feels,  more  or less, that he  belongs. 
We  were  not  able  to  obtain surveys  or inquiries which  were  suffi-
ciently significant to  evaluate  the  respective  importance  of media, 
inasmuch  as  the  advertising  expenditures  are  apportioned  differently 
depending  on  the  country  among  the  press, outside advertising  {posters), 
movies,  radio  and  television for reasons  such  as  the  number  of  news-
papers  and  weeklies,  their circulation, regulations  (time  limits  and 
prohibitions) with  regards  to  television, etc  .••  In  such  a country, 
posters, in connection  with  television, play  a relatively important 
part.  The  press  is an  important medium  everywhere. 
Nevertheless,  besides  television, magazines  and  illustrated 
weeklies  aimed  at a specific public  (youth,  women,  etc ...  )  are  the 
most  interesting to  observe. 
- aff2r9iD9-~Q_QrQQ~f~§-~DQ-~~rYi~~§-~Qg_2££Qr2!~9-1Q-~b~-ri~~ 
in-~!~n9~rg_gf_!iYing 
The  child  and  adolescent  are  "used"  either as  a target, prescriber 
or argument  at the  different ages  : 
- food,  clothing,  hygiene  and  health, toys  and  leisure for the 
first and  second  ages. 
- food,  clothing,  school  supplies, transportation, cultural  needs 
and  leisure, housing  and  furnishings,  holidays,  etc •.. for children from 
10  to  12  and  over. - 11  -
And  of course  the  latter are  used  as  direct targets  (clothing, 
individual  transportation, audio-visual  products,  leisure and  sports, 
etc ...  ) • 
3 - THE 
11AGE  GROUP"  :  SUBJECT  OF  THE  SURVEY 
The  "age  group"  under  consideration must  be  narrowed  down  as 
precisely as  posstble. 
Our  survey  concerns  young  people  (small  children, children  and 
adolescents  up  to  15  and  16)  taking  note  of the  following  : 
From  an  economic  point of view,  adolescents  tend  to  remain  depen-
dent  on  their parents  for a longer  and  longer  period.  This  is a result 
of more  lengthy  education  and  it is an  observation  which  must  be  cor-
rected  by  the  fact that the  adolescent,  particularly in  rural  areas, 
remains  within  the  family,  whenever  possible, as  an  econ~mic helper. 
This  economic  dependence  goes  hand  in  hand  with  a considerable  pur-
chasing  power,  a marginal  but  available one.  The  maintenance  of  the 
adolescent  in  the  family  group  increases  his  importance  as  "purchasing 
agent"  and  advisor within  the  group. 
Moreover,  the  relative independence  of the  child  as  a person  within 
the  family  group,  despite his  economic  dependence,  is rapidly  increasing. 
While  childhood  may  be  relatively easy  to  define,  the  same  is not 
true for adolescence.  It is difficult, for example,  to  define  the 
difference  between  the  period  of mandatory  school  attendance  and  that 
during  which  he  develops  his  personality within  the  family  group  and 
then  progresses  to  personal  independence  and  economic  independence 
notwithstanding  the  extension of the  period  of mandatory  school  atten-
dance  beyond  a certain age  (17-18  yrs.)  in  certain instances. - 12  -
The  ages  limits for  the  child-adolescent and  youth  groups  are  hard  to 
define  in market  terms.  The  under-18  group,  which  was  selected for certain 
surveys  which  are  already out-of-date since  they  date  from  1963-1965, 
corresponds  to  over  70  million  people  which  represents, within  the 
European  Community,  nearly  a quarter of  the  population. 
The  age  limit of  15  or  16  years  seems  better suited to the  present 
survey  since it coincides  better with  the  beginning  of  personal  if not 
economic  independence  within  the  family  group,  in  particular, with 
regards  to  advertising.  However,  this does  not  mean  that the  adolescent, 
before  or after this point, does  not  have  an  influence  on  the family 
group  relative to  the  decisions  regarding  expenditure of family  resour-
ces,  considerable outlay of  funds  and  investments  which  require  a 
choice  concerning  the  lives of all  the  persons  in  the  group. 
- Q~~2-~ng_~Qn!~n~ 
The  problems  posed  by  advertising,  in  a  real  and  daily manner, 
with  regards  to  children  have  been  recognized  by  family  organizations 
and  educators  in general  as  an  aspect of advertising's  power  which  is 
in  reality very  significant.  Because  of its expansion  and  thanks  to  its 
new  propagation  techniques,  advertising  has  entered, with  regards  to 
children,  an  area  which  is  no  longer  that of sales strategy. 
This  is quite a recent  phenomenon  despite  being  latent for many 
years.  We  must  even  anticipate television's presenting  all  the  possi-
bilities of  advertising  on  the  screen  and  thus  bringing  messages  into 
the  households  in  order that the  de  facto  relationships  between  the 
producers  of  the messages  and  those  that receive  them  become  a conflict 
situation. - 13  -
On  their side, professional  organizations  have  been  concerned  with 
this since  1976. 
Consumer  organizations  and,  in  particular, family  associations, 
have  been  alanmed  by  the  opinion  they  represent.  It was  in  1973-1974 
that the  reactions  became  clear and  they  took  action. 
The  material  available  to  us  proved  less  abundant  than  anticipated 
at least from  research  which  was  a bit extensive. 
Certainly, statistics exist on  advertising  from  a quantitative 
point of  view  (relative costs,  broadcast  time,  etc  •.• ).  Polls  on  the 
degree  of satisfaction with  advertising  in general  and  how  it is recei-
ved  also exist.  (1) 
On  the  other  hand,  it seems  that an  overall  survey  on  advertising 
strategy aimed  at children or using  children  is not  now  available.  Also, 
market  surveys  that preceded  the  launching  of campaigns  and  take  all 
the various  particularities of  the messages  into  account  remain  the 
property  of  the  adv~rtisers. About  the  same  is true for advertising 
spots  which  limits consideration  to  merely  the  messaqes  broadcasted. 
These  problems  were  noted  by  the  authors  of the  surveys  sponsored  by 
the  C.O.F.A.C.E.  during  the  surveys.  (2) 
(1)  1975  spoll  of the  European  Community. 
(2)  Family  League  Survey  (Belgium).  See  appendix. - 14  -
The  C.O.F.A.C.E.  used  these  surveys  as  well  as  a very  limited 
number  which  had  been  performed  by  some  television researchers.  They 
obtained  observations  which  had  been  made  over  the  last few  years  by 
various  local  groups  and  associations  and  consumer  group  publications. 
Finally the  conditions  under  which  young  people  were  used  for televised 
advertising,  in  particul~r, in  France,were  known  as  well  as  the  opposi-
tion which  then  occured.  (3). 
In  the  end,  the  survey  had  actual  but  limited experiences  at its 
disposal. 
- The  available surveys  which  came  from  marketing  and  advertising 
research  are  on  a completely  different level.  Certain ones  were  on 
11Consumer  reactions"  but  considered  their aptitude,  including  children, 
for understanding  the message.  These  are  surveys  which  can  be  used 
directly in  advertising  research  for which  they  themselves  have  a 
real  interest.  (4) 
These  results  at least permit  an  appraisal  of  the  contribution 
of  this research.  An  article published  in  the  Revue  Fran~aise du 
Marketing  contains  a bibliography of authors  and  works  which  are 
mostly  British and  American. 
(3) 
11The  Future  of Advertising  and  the  Law
11
•  National  Foundation  for 
Company  Rights.  Montpellier  1976.  Editions  Techniques,  Paris.  P.198 
et seqq. 
{4)  Revue  Fran~aise du  ~1arketing, Ch.  Oerbaix. 
11Consumer  Reaction  to 
J\dverti sing  and  Ranking  of  Effects".  P.  20  et seqq. - 15  -
At  this stage of  research it appeared  that certain facts  had  to 
be  examined  in  a concrete manner  and  in  relation to  the  actions 
anticipated in  the  Preliminary  Program  for consumer  information  and 
protection,  that is  : 
- Opening  and  development  of  a children's market. 
- The  manner  of dealing  with  advertising  aimed  at young  people 
or  using  them  in  the  various  media. 
- The  changes  undergone  by  advertising  :  role  and  strategy. 
This  was  done  in order to  describe what  can  be  called  the 
conflict situation which  was  the  result. - 16  -
I I  THF  FP.CT~ 
1.  OPENING  UP  AND  DEVELOPMENT  OF  A "MARKET  OF  (AND  FOR) 
YOUNG  PEOPLE". 
The  importance  of  the  advertising-children relationship is a 
result of  two  simultaneous  phenomena  which  affected  both  of  them, 
i.e., the  opening  up  and  development  of a 
11Children's  Market ..  and  the 
changes  undergone  by  advertising, its techniques,  strategy, role  and 
influence  on  the  market  and  society. 
The 
11Children's market  has  undergone  several  stages  in  ~Jestern 
Europe  since  the  Second  World  War  or, more  precisely, during  the period 
which  followed  the  scarcities following  the war.  These  successive  periods 
of  scarcity, sufficience and  abundance,  at least with  regards  to  goods 
offered  the market,  had  different effects on  the  successive  generations 
of  children  and  adolescents  as  well  as  life within  the  family  group. 
- The  first of these  stages  was  characterized  by  the  interest 
taken  in all young  children, often  referred  to  as  "Public  Allies  no.  1
11
• 
Progress  in  protection of mother  and  child, better knowledge  of child 
psychology  and  family  assistance  had,  among  other consequences,  that 
of creating 
11prenatal"  and  "postnatal"  industry  and  trade which  greatly 
expanded.  This  was  thus  a wave  of interest in  and  consideration for 
young  children  and  concern  for  their well-being. 
- The  second  was  school  attendance  by  the  youngest  children  and 
the  extension  of  the  period  of mandatory  school  attendance  for adolescents 
as  well  as  the  resulting  needs  {clothing,  school  supplies,  records, 
amusements,  transportation, specialized shops  and  store departments,  etc ...  ) - 17  -
- The  third is that of a certain and  earlier maturity  though,  for 
the  most  part, the  adolescents  and  senior adolescents  entere~ into active 
life later.  This  change  is connected  to  a change  in morals  as  well  as 
a modification  in  the  relationships  between  parents  and  children and 
boys  and  girls within  the  family  group  merely  to  cite two  aspects  of this 
period. 
After the  "childhood"  period  comes  that of  "youths".  Like  it or not, 
the  child  and  the  adolescent  have  assumed  a greater importance  in 
society as  well  as  within  the  family  group.  Similarly,  the  adolescent 
market  quite naturally followed  the  child market. 
Many  surveys,  opinion  polls  and  inquiries  have  demonstrated  this 
change  during  the  years  1960-1965.  The  inquiries  turned  very  quickly 
into statistics for each  product.  This  was  an  innovation  that was 
immediately  exploited  by  businessmen. 
For  example,  a French  survey,  which  certainly has  an  equivalent 
in  the  other member  countries, produced  in  1964,  reflects the  phenomenon 
in its title,  "A.  New  Economic  Force  :  The  Young".  It is divided  into 
two  parts  : 
- young  people  from  7 to  14, 
- teen-:"l~~.irS. 
Emphasis  is put  on  the  value  of  the  word  "young"  and  the  "promotion 
of youthful  factors  in  the  society", the  proportion  of young  people  in 
the  total  population  and  the  participation of youths  in  adult life by 
purchasing.  Thus,  by  default, the youth  plays  the  part of  a  "consumer"  in 
the  society.  It has  been  observed  that the  child  knows  what  he  wants  the 
adult to  buy  for him.  He  influences  family  and  adult purchases.  He  buys 
for the family. - 18  -
Adults  imitate youths  in  their fashions,  at least for clothing. 
Whatever  gaps  exist between  the  generations  in other matters,  certain 
differences  diminish  between  parents  and  their granchildren.  Advertising 
"decides"  for the  mother  what  their daughters  have  selected for  themsel-
ves  and  this is still  true  today.  Marketing  criteria and  types  of 
relationships within  the  family  group  are  not  unknown  to one  ~nother. 
In  France,  before  the youth  explosion  of  ~~ay 1968,  an  inquiry 
carried out  by  a powerful  group  of newspapers  for  youn~ people 
(directly or indirectly aimed  at profits from  advertisin0)  on  the  influence 
of children from  8 to  20  years  of age  on  family  purchase  corroborated  these 
conclusions,  by  age  group  and  by  product,  for the  family  and  for  them-
selves.  Since  then,  their influence  on  purchases,  direct or indirect, 
has  been  constantly  increasing  and  diversifying. 
Finally, young  people  have  a more  or  less considerable  personal 
purchasing  power.  They  precurse  the  adult-consumer of years  to  come. 
·  This  situatinn should  interest producers  (advertisers)  and 
advertising  professionals  (agencies).  This  "youth  market
11  coincided 
with  a growth  period  and  the  appearance  of  new  products  on  the market. 
It was  created  at a time  when  the  advertising field found  an  opportunity 
to  expand  and  renovate  its strategy. 
At  the  same  time,  television began  to  become  a part of the 
majority  of households  and  become  integrated with  the  family  group 
before it became,  in  the  vast majority of member  countries,  the  special 
advertising medium. ...  19  -
2.  ME!\r!S  oF  ADVEnT 1  s 1  NG  A~.~D  THF.  ""'ED IA 
Thou~~ the  terms  do  not  have  rrecise  meanin~ in  normal  speech, 
what  \'le  mean  by  "means"  are  the  various  processes  used  to  transrni t 
the  message  (posters,  films,  etc ••. )  and  "media"  the  object that is 
used  for  the  transmission  (newspaper,  movie  or  television screen,  etc .•. ). 
There  are  many  means  and  media  :  newspapers  and  ?OSters, 
lighted billboards,  exhibitions,  the  ~ress  (editorial  advertising  and 
advertisements),  printed matter  (brochures,  catalogs,  etc ..• ), movies, 
radio  and  television. 
Each  of them  is utilized depending  on  the  budqet  available to 
the advertisers but  also  according  to  the  nature  of the  oroduct  and 
also  the  public~ customers  and  audience  targeted.  So,  since  advertisinq 
is indeed  a means  of communication  aimed  at sellin9 and  it recognizes 
that it is a  means~ ~edium and  content for  the  Messa~e, each  of these 
elements  is important.  ~·!essaqes  intended  for children or  their narents 
are  normally  aimed  at a  lar~er audience.  Posters9  publications  aiMerl 
·at the  general  public,  and  also  specializerl  puhlications~, radio  and 
television are  employed  sir:ultaneously  and  seoarately. 
- Posters  make  use  of the  child more  than  appealin0  to  hi~ 
directly.  Uhen  the  chilrl  is  used,  the  poster contains  a.  minimur1  of 
text.  The  child doesn't look  for the  ~eaning of a  ~oster. The  adolescent 
doesn•t  linger over  it. The  only  posters  that strike theM  ~re those 
which  are  simple~ repeated  and  which  correspond  to  their preoccuoati0ns 
at the  moment. - 20  -
On  the  other hand,  in a rather  lar~e number  of instancess  the 
poster,  whose  contents  should  be  simple  and  suqqestive,  as  we  are  told, 
presents  the  adult with  arguments  in  favor  of the  child 
- the  ideal  house  "for him"  or "because  of  him"  ; 
- a mineral  water  that it the  only  one  ~ood  enou~h for the mother 
who  is also  unique  ; 
-
11don •  t  entrust your  child  to  another
11 
••• 
Posters  are  not  free  from  arguments  that aopeal  to  parental  responsibility 
(nourishMent,  clothing, education 7  insurance, ..• ). 
- t~ith  rean.rds  to  the  press,  \t.Je  must  distinquish  between  the 
national  and  regional  press  for the  ~eneral  public  anrl  specialized 
publications  including  certain weeklies  'tJhich  large circulations  (\"omen's 
publications,  those  for  house  furnishinqs)  intended  for  children~ etc ...  ) 
Advertisements  often  use  the  parents•  roles  ~nd responsibiliti?s  nS  a 
sales motivation  with  reg~rd to  hy~iene, health, safety, insurance  and 
the  acquisition of  knowledge  intended  to  assure  their children's futures. 
A large  number  of advertising  i111ages  and  texts  associate children \arith 
pasta  and  noodles,  cars  and  washing  machines.  This  shows  that the  child 
is an  excellent foil  for the  product. 
In  youth-oriented  publications  the  ndvertise~ent brings  the~ into 
the  discussion  in  a quite  ~irect manner  as  the  btzyers  of  cheap  articles, 
for household  ~xpenditures for gadgets  and  even  for  themselves  for More 
costly purchases  where  they  are  called on  to  exert an  influence 
- "takl  to  your  parents  (or grandparents)  nbout  it"  ; 
-
11the most  beautiful  gift  •.. it will  even  astonish your  father  and 
amaze  your  friends
11 
; - 21  -
-
11if you  like (this or that)  •.• there's  no  neer'  to no  \r~dthout
11 
••• 
The  survey  perfonned  by  the  Belgium  Family  lea~ue (P·.pnendix  II) 
draws  attention to this specific insistent advertising.  (1) 
- Television  has  a special  place  in the  relationship betNeen 
advertising  and  the  child and  his  faMily.  Televised  advPrtisin~ necessarily 
participates in the judgement  of the  television itself re0ardinq  its 
relationship with  the child.  This  question  has  been  the  subject of many 
studies by  psychologists  and  socioloqists. 
This  study  is not  intended  to  revie~t the  iMportance  of this rela-
tionship.  We  need  only  reiterate certain points  to give  the  context for 
the questions  now  being  posed  on  televiserl advertisinq  reoArrlinq  the 
spots  aimed  at children or using  children. 
First of all, today  television is a part of the  life styles of 
children  and  adolescents.  1\.ccording  to certain surveys  (1!17f·),  it was 
revealed  that 70%  of all  c~ilrlren from  2 to  15  years,  in  C~unity 
countries, watch  television every  nay.  It is the  m~in entertair1r.1ent  of 
40%  of all  children and  it is the 8 to 13-year-olds  \•!ho  "~consuMe" the 
most.  It \fJould  be  interestin~ to  corr~pare these  results \l'Jith  those  for 
other countries  in the  Community  and  analyze  the  causes  in relation 
to the  amuseMents  offered to yount)  peo!)le  in  e~ch country. 
Though  it has  no  relation with  the  above  observation, it is 
nonetheless  significant that, in the  same  country9  the  proportion of 
advertiseMents  using  children reached  25%  in  197~5-6 for  televised 
advertising. 
(1)  The 
11Family  League"  survey  from  E'elqium  1f.t;=,s  a~rlerl as  an  example  of 
the cooperation  of an  orqanization for this C.O.F.A.C.f.  inquiry. - 22  ... 
In  twenty  years,  the  television receiver has  become  a normal 
object in  the  househola  throughout  the  Community  which  includes  various 
densities.  On  the average,  televised advertising  is hardly  ten  ye~rs 
old.  It does  not  enjoy  a free  hand  in  certain member  countries  but it is 
pennitted. 
It can  be  considered  that the omnipresence  of the  television 
and  the  opinions  it elicits within  the  family  group  and  elsewhere 
regarding  arguments  are factors  which  pose  the  problem  of the  relationship 
between  televised advertising  and  the  child  and  those  around  him  who  are 
directly responsible for him. 
~1ore than  any  other dissemination  technique,  television offers 
gateways  to  the  world  and  should  constitute a  new  method  of  (and  a  new 
step in)  communication.  But,  it has  been  observed  that this communication 
is one  way  ("unidirectional"}  notwithstanding  the  efforts  by  television 
producers  to  introduce  dialogue  into  the  programs. 
Advertising,  on  its end,  seems  to  have  to  orient its research 
towards  better "communication".  This  term,  though  it tends  to  express  a 
professional  opinion  more  exactly, obviously  does  not modify  its purpose 
nor  its reason  for existence for the  production  sector as  a sales 
promotion  device.  By  nature,  this "communication ..  is also  one  way. 
The  evolution of advertising  strategy will  be  discussed  in  the 
following  chapter.  The  combination  of  very  highly  developed  advertisin~ 
techniques  and  the  television, which  is admittedly  an  influence, especially 
on  children, should  lead  to  an  examination  of televised advertising. 
In  fact, the  following  chapter  contains  a survey  of requlations  or 
codes  of good  conduct  for certain countries  in the  community  concerning 
televised advertising  and  children. - 23  -
3 - ADVERTISING'S  EVOLUTION 
This  chapter is mainly  an  inquiry. 
When  the  "children's market"  mentioned  in  the  preceding  ch~pter 
first appearad,  a magazine  intended  for  he~ds of  companies  was  en-
titled : 
- "t.1arketi ng  :  Our  great powerful  a  11 i es, the  young ... 
Advertising  jumped  on  this opportunity. 
All  the  media  adopt  the child and  the  adolescent  as  a target, 
prescriber or as  an  argument.  The  child  and  adolescent  ~re now  used 
11in situations"  and  no  longer  as  they  used  to  be  used  in  advertiseMents 
(Cadum-Nestle).  In  fact advertising has  changed. 
One  of the  turning  points  in  this evolution  was  marked  by 
well-known  experts  like DICHTER,  arnonq  others, in entering  the  new 
era of motivation  and  suggestive  advertising.  This  was  to  m~rk the 
relationship which  was  to  be  established  between  advertisinr:  and  the 
child  and  adolescent. 
The  buyer's  behavior  is considered  unreasonable  ;  advertising 
.. reveals  latent needs  and  creates  desire" within  the  relationship 
of the  afflu9nt society, a framework  which  chan~es man  into a 
"consurner
11  and  a consumer  of  change.  The  evolution of advertising 
techniques  is connected  with  the  developMent  of  the  liberal  in-
dustrial  society.  Like  a driving  appar~tus and  a means  of communica-
ting  comm~rcial  interests, it is  an  integral  part of the  produc-
tion-distribution-communication-work-production  cycle  .•. under  the 
banner  of the  freedom  of production,  sale and  consumption.  It should - 24  -
thus  take  into account  the  various  roles  of children and  adolescents 
as  consumers~ buyers  or  influences.  ~:ioti Vi'.ti on  ~dverti sing  has  used 
them  as  a special  sales  argument. 
Uithout  ~etting into polemics!'  l!Je  can  discuss  ho\'t  this orienta-
tion of advertising operations  is seen  from  the  outside.  It has 
generally been  observed  : 
- that the  child  is often  used  merely  as  bait.  He  is chaming, 
funny,  carelaSS 9  and  reassuring.  He  is all  this in  relation to 
toilet paper  as  well  as  carpeting, office suonlies  and  l0ans.  (l)  He 
is where  he  has  no  business  being.  Too  much  is  as  harl  as  none  at all. 
This  is first of all  the  concern  of advertisers  and  a~encies. 
-that the  child serves  as  a  foil  for tape  recorders 9  pasta  and 
noodles~ cakes 9  etc ... or simply  a pretext. 
- employing  very  highly  developed  motivation 9  the  child and 
the  adolescent are  brought  in  just to  represent the  adults•  responsi-
bilities (mother  or father or both)  for  0  detergent,  bank~ type  of 
house,  life insurance  or automobile  safety. 
Questions  can  be  posed  concorning  advertisemcntss  thouoh  rare~ 
which  join with  the  child who  is considered  a victim of interests  '·~· 
to  his  age.  This  was  true for a film  prohibited  for  those  und~r 18 
which  repeatedly  advertised  :  in  a year or two  you
1ll  be  ~ble to  ..•. 
(1)  - These  examples,  like all  those  used  in  the surveys  are re-
ferenced.  (Posters,  advertisements~ designs,  ryhotos).  It is 
planned  to  reproduce  them  in the  form  of a file in  appendix  if 
tht prob 1  ems  i nvo 1  ved  in  pub 1  i shi ng  them  arf?  reso 1  vcd. - 25  -
Advertising  can  be  presented  as  the  consumer's  school  of se-
ductive  truth.  He  adopts  attitudes which  he  can  retain as  an  adult. 
This  is perfectly illustrated by  certain advertisements. 
The  survey  could  be  reproached  as  havin0  ~ronounced a aeneral 
judgement  while  it should  have  distinguished  het'\~een  ·~aood
11  ac!verti~­
sing  and  not-so-good  advertising  and  the  latter from  that which  is 
manifestly  bad.  It would  undoubtedly  be  preferable  to  draw  these 
distinctions  among  the  memt~crs of the  professional  itself'~ the  adver-
tisers and  agencies. 
Clear  distinctions rtust  be  made  bet\l'reen  countries ..  A.dvertising 
styles  vary  according  to many  elements  which  sprin~ from  national 
temperament,  trade  practices  and  professional  disciplines and  tradi-
tions. 
This  survey  cannot  take  these diversities  into account.  It 
should  be  noted  that~ during  the  conference  of  December  2 anrl  3,  1976~ 
called by  the  Commission  (E.E.C.),  the  consumer  organizatinns  in  the 
different member  countries  and  their  a~nraisals were~ if not  totally, 
at least  sli~htly different given  the  national  experiences  althou~h 
caution  concerning  advertising  in relation to  young  peonle~ their 
behavior  and  development  was  al~·4ays  f'  basic  concern. 
Actually~ it  \..rould  be  desireable for the  representatives  of the 
professional  organizations  to state their position on  the  nroblews 
posed  by  the  survey  and  make  it known.  Codes  of  ~ood practice exist. 
They  are  insufficient and  badly  adapte~ to  advertisin~·s evolution 
si nee  a conflict exists  bet\q1~en  the  power  of advertising  ~~; th  vast 
means  and  highly  efficient techniques 7  assurec~  1:--y  the  assistC\nce  of ~·  26  -
the media  which  o~·!e  them  a great dea 1,  and  the  sectors  concerned  with 
the  develo?ment  of young  oeople  and  the  responsirilities of those  who 
have  them  in  their charge. - 27  -
4 - A CONFLICT  SITUATION 
Advertising  considers  itself unloved.  As  far as  consumers  ~re 
concerned,  a  roll  taken in  the  EuropE~an Community  in  1g.75  shm~'s that 
the majority  (67%)  considers  advertising  to  be  frequently  f~lse, 
while  they  r8cognize  its usefullness,  29%  of  the  samnle  said  they 
were  opposed  to it for  personal  economic  reasons. 
~lhen a majority of  persons  po 11 ed  says  thot advcrti s  inn is 
often false,  this  jud~ement is concerned  with  the  inaccurancies, 
ommissions$  silences  and  ~romises presented  in  advertisin~ ~essa~es 
and  no  doubt  goes  further  and  tends  to  implic~te the  nature  of  the 
arguments  used  (text and  manner  of presf;ntation)  ',<Jhi ch  are  no  1  ess 
questionable. 
A- The  survey  considered  this phenOMenon  of nublic  hostility 
which  is  a  source  of latent or open  conflicts  bet\,!een  advertisin~ 
and  the  consumers,  fariilies,  teachers  and  educators.  The  re~sons for 
it are  similar to  those  which  led  the  ~6gie Francaise  de  Publicit~ 
televisee  (R.F.P.)~ for example 9  to  imnose  limits  on  the  participation 
of children and  3dolescents, at the  request of their orqanizationss 
in advertisin0  spots. 
In  surveys,  t•1hi ch  arc  sti  11  too  1  imi ted)  perfonned  by  orqnni-
zations  attached  to  the  C.O.F.A.C.E.~ the  primary  consideration  is 
the  child used  as  a foil.  Their  presence  is felt to  be  oointless 
and  sometimes  equivocal.  Advertising  mess~0es of this  kind  are  le~ion. 
For  example,  a household  finance  plan  cre~tes its illusion around 
the  possessive  chi 1  d in front of  "my"  house~ \-Ji th  "r.1y"  mom, 
11111Y
11  dad, - 28  -
"my"  dog,  etc  ..•• 
Much  ~dvertisin~ is felt to  ~ive a  taste for  luxury  and  money. 
Often  it "makes  people  be-: i eve"  thBt  the  goods  f'.nd  products  shown 
can  be  had  without effort.  Others  project the  illusion that proble!ns 
can  be  solved  effortlessly using  the  products  offered which  are  there 
for that purpose.  The  pursuit of happiness  is rerresented  as  the 
possession  of this or that object.  All  this  ~dvertisin~, using  this 
kind  of presentation anc  motivation,  is considered  harnful, even 
110dious"  because  it tends  to  create  f\  mentality  beyond  the  narents' 
control. 
The  child used  as  an  arr,ument  crentes  tension  and  ~uilt, but  the 
parents  can~ to  a certain  extent~ react and  expl~in  thin~s tn  the 
child.  Those  interviei'~'ed  thought  that the  child-prescriber  ~~as  less 
co11100nly  used  etnd  believed it was  often  .. artificial". 
These  observations  lead  to one  conclusion.  P~rents react as 
responsiblt;  educators~ and,  for  this reason,  their opposition  is well 
founded.  This  is the  crux  of the  problem.  t-Jhat  they  object to  is 
advertising which  influences  the  ~ind in  ~n irresponsible  ~anner, 
praising faci 1  i ty to  the  0etracti  on  of essenti a  1  s.  fl.s  always  in edu-
cation, it is a question of values. 
There  is another  kind  of  advertisin~ which  1lsc creates  the 
same  degr~~e of  op~os  i ti  on.  It is the  kind  "~hi ch  '!'~!orks  on  the  f::;e 1  i ngs, 
family  love,  social  life and  subtly brings  compl0x  relr\tionships 
into play  which  produces  the  impression  in the  readers  or viewers  that 
they  have  been  attacked,  that they  are m0re  or l0ss  conscious  nf an - 29  -
invasion  of their personal  lives,  their parental  responsibilities, 
etc ..• ".  Such  r:1vthods  are  considered 
11Unfair
11
•  This  is true  for  those 
which  try to  produce  guilt feelinqs  if  ~n offer is not  accepted 
(spelling course  required  for  the  child's future,  food  needed  for his 
health).  There  is also  thG  all  too  frequent  kind  \'!hich  iM!)licates  the 
parents'  respons1bility,  the  father  (security 9  insurance9  housin~, 
bank,  ...  )~the mother  who  is QUilty  of not  spending  enouqh  tiMe  Hith 
her  child because  she  lacks  household  appliances. 
The  opinion  was  that this  kind  of advertisinq,  to  which  children 
and  adolescents  pay  great attention and  which  make  judgements,  ou~ht 
to  be  prohibited. 
As  far as  MEDIA  are  concerned,  televised advertising  is consi-
dered  by  far to  have  the  greatest  imp~ct. Children "mtch  it \•  .. 'hen-
ever  possible.  They  assiwilate it. 
This  is  shm'l'n  by  i ntervi  e\f!S  which  confi nr  the observations 
already made  from  collective advertising or  thos0  which  have  alreariy 
been  cowroented  upon  ir.  the  consumer  press. 
To  this must  be  COfll!J~red  the  survey  fnade  by  the  Relnium  Family 
Leagu~ (Appendix  II). 
Similarly,  a study  performerl  in Grent  Britain on  the  b~sis of 
interviews  \tJith mothers  who  were  called  to state their npinions  of 
advertising messages  with  re~ards to  the  regul~tions of the  television 
advertising  code  (IBA  Code)  showerl  (l)  : 
(1)  - Study  performed  by  Ray  Rrown,  social  psychology  researcher at 
the  Center  for Television  Research.  Leeds  University. - 30  -
- TV  adverti se:1ents  ur!Je  the  chi 1  dren  to influence their parents 
to  buy.  YES  =  57%  - NO  =  3S% . 
•  "Children wouldn't  ask  fnr so  many  things  if they  didn't see 
them  in ads.  They  make  life difficult"  • 
• 
11The  kids  (at the  supermarket)  approach  products  they  hAve 
seen  on  TV  and  say  'Sha 11  \~e  try i t?
11
• 
- It is not  normal  that advertising encournqes  children  to  buy 
things  that are  too  expensive  for them.  YES  =  63%  - NO  =  25% • 
•  "If a small  child advises  a purchase  in  the ad, it should  be 
true for the  child \liho  sees  it.  If  not~ he  would  not  say  it". etc •.• 
A last fact 
The  discussions  Hhich  preceded  the  entry of the  toy  sector into 
televised advertisin9  in France  are also significant. !t ~nts first of 
all  refused  for safety reasons  because  of opposition to  violence  and 
also because  of the  cost of the  toys  presente~ in the  ~essages which 
\"Jere  heard  in  homes  having  a medium  or lovl  standard  of livinq  hut  the 
"toy"  advertising  campaign  was  authorized  for financiitl  reasons  r!espite 
the opposition  to it expresse~, anong  others~ by  family  or~anizations 
though  it is true that conditions  were  set for the  text and  im~ge. 
The  result of  the  foregoing  is that a(fvertising  aimeo  at children 
cannot  be  produced  like the other advertising methods. 
B - Certain  advertising  professionals  reply  that it is  up  to the 
parents  and  teachers  to  take  up  their responsi bi 1  i ties as  educators  \tl.~hen 
they  are faced  with  the  realities and  aqgressions  present  in  inctustria-
lized society.  They  claim  the  right of free enterprise.  They  arld  that - 31  -
nlegislators cannot  seo1rate  the  useful  from  the  harMful  with  o.  fine 
tooth  comb 
11 
• 
In  fact~ the  law-wakers  take  steps  to  nrohibit what  is obser-
ved  to  bo?.  hannful .  At  this tine the  dan0ers  af uncontro 11 ed  .3dverti-
sing  concerning  and  using  children \-Jith  no  regard  for  their  ~~eakness 
and  credulityg  their parents  and  family  life has  been  undc;r  conside-
ration since  1976  amon£  some  professionals  and~ \IJithout  bein~ more 
precise 3  we  can  cite some  professional  orgnnizations  (International 
Union  of  Adv~rtisinn .a.ssociaticns,  I .U.A  .• t\.  ;  European  ,O,dvGrtisinq 
Agency  Association~ E.A.A.A.). 
~·1ore  exact statements  gathered  from  another  source  i ndi c~te that 
many  professionals  are  fully conscious  of their responsibilities.  The 
conflict that exists in fact exceeds  the  r:~fl  1M  of advertising.  It 
concerns  the  rights  c.nd  liberties th?.t  rtrc  inherent in private life 
versus  free enterprise.  Because  of their importance,  these  statements 
are  included  in  the  conclusions. - 32  -
III.  RE~lATIONS AND  CODES  OF  GOOD  PRACTTCE 
It has  become  clear that regulations  must  control  advertising 
aimed  at young  people,  children  and  adolescents  for 9oods  or services 
which  either concern  them  directly or through  their relationships with 
their parents  and  their attitudes towards  others, in short, to protect 
them  against undue  influence  on  their behavior  caused  by  conscious  or 
unconscious  excesses  in advertising. 
The  existence of these  regulations  shows  that the  problems  do 
indeed  exist.  Of  course,  they  are  the  result of  the  expansion  of adver-
tising in  all  the media  and  the  changes  undergone  by  advertising 
strategy, especially in television. 
It is thus  worthwhile  to  be  familiar with  the  rules  and  recommen-
dations  themselves  as  well  as  how  they  are  applied  and  interpreted and 
whether  they  provide  effective control  either before  or after the 
communication  of the  messages. 
This  info~ation can  only  be  gathered  by  compiling  a list of 
cases  in point for each  country  on  the  basis  of monoqraphs.  This  is 
difficult because  the  decisions  cited in applying  the  regulations  and 
codes  of good  practice are  not  made  public or  published  ~s a rule.  Thus 
a specific investigation is desireable.  This  cannot  be  done  unless  the 
self-control  and  professional  organizations  offer their help.  The  sit-
uation  in  Denmark  1s  different for several  reasons  and  does  not  permit 
a comparison  of the  results obtained  in that country with  the  others, as 
we  shall  see. - 33  -
The  following  should  now  be  noted  : 
- the  recornmGndations  of  the  Internation~l  Code  nf  F~ir Practices 
in  Advertising  adopted  by  the  International  Ch~!Tlber of Comerce  (C.C.I.) 
in its pub 1  i cation  of  ?-~ay  1973. 
- the  recomrnendati ons  and  codes  of good  ;->r;:\Cti  Cf:~  ndcpted  in  the 
various  m~mber countries, 
- the  exception  mr\de  for  Denmark  (\nd  the  rnle of the 
11Cnnsumer 
O!T!budsman"  and  th2 contra  1 organi zati nn"  the 
1103.ni sh  1\dverti sing 
J.\uthori tyn.  These  ora  ani Zfl ti  ons  cflnnot  be  CO!'t'f.)ared  to the  111ethods  used 
in  the  other countries. 
A.  Th~ International  Code  of  ~~ir  Pr~ctices in  ftdvertisin~ 
(P,dopted  by  the  C. C. I.) 
~e should  note  the  provisions  which  dirGctly concern  children 
and  adolescents~ i.e., Articles  12  ~nd  14~  as  follm-Js  : 
- Safety  Conditions  :  Art.  12 
Unless  there is  educ~tional or social  justification9  adv~rtisinr 
must  not  include  any  visuel  representation or description of danq1}r0us 
practi  c~!s  or situations  wher~::  safety is not  reso•~cted.  Pe.rti cul ilr  care 
must  be  t~ken in  advertise!~ents shcwJing  children or adnlescents  or 
directed at theQ. 
- Children  and  Adolescents  :  Art.  13 
1.  Advartising must  not  exnloit the  naturC\l  credulity of 
children  nor  the  lack  of experience  in  ~dolescents and  it ~ust not  t~ke 
advantage  of their sense  of loyalty - 34  -
2.  Adv0rtising  aiMed  at childr·2n  ~nd  ~\lhich  influt?nces  them 
must  not  include  .~ny ste\temt;nt  nor  visunl  represent~tion which  mi~ht 
cause  them  mental>  woral  or  physical  har~. 
The  pr~liminary reMarks  contained  in  the  brief Introduction  ~nd 
in the  Interpretation are statefl"ents  nf intention worth  t:!UQtin'J9  for 
example  : 
-
11iidVerti si  n!3  is  ~ means  of communication  ben•,een  buyer  nnd 
seller \thich  involves  the  necessity of estr\blishina  21  pr0~·'.r  b~lr1nce be-
tween  the  interests of the  compani{;;·S  nnd  those rf the  consur-·1ers;" 
And  ~lso : 
- "this  Code  hears  witness  to  the  responsibility felt by  industry 
and  trade - and  of all  the  parties concern0rl  in  ~dvertisin~ - to  the 
consumer  and  society ... 
The  Cod2  is  : 
-
11essentiolly designed  ns  an  instrument of  self-control  but it 
is a  1  so  intended  tG  serve  in the  courts  nS  ~.  refercnc0  document  ~Ji thin 
the  context of the  ?.p::>licable  national  li-\H"  (Introduction). 
Lastly  : 
- "advertisinr: must  be  considered  from  the  point nf vi0.w  of its 
presur:1ed  influence  on  th~ consumer,  taki nrt  into a.ccount  that the  1  atter 
is generally influenced  by  a brief consideration of the advertising 
m~ssage ..... (lnterpr£:tations) 
B.  The  Int~rnational  Cod2  of Fair Practices  for  Pr~otions ~nd 
Sales  adopted  on  the  same  day  contains  si~ilor or identical  prcli~in~ry - 35  -
remarks.  The  wording  of  Article 3 resembles  that of Article 13  of the 
Advertising  Code  and  Article 4 does  that of Article  14  in  the  same  code. 
C.  In  those  countries which  do  not  have  re~ulations or self- con-
trol  codes,  the  European  Association Advertising  Agencies  (E.A.A.A.) 
recommends  that its m~bers refer to  the  I.C.C.  Code. 
D.  Texts  have  been  drafted,  however,  in certain member  countries 
and  what  is of course  to  be  considered  is, aside  from  the  st~tements of 
;ntention and  the  recommendations  they  contain,  their concrete applica-
tions.  The  texts  are  difficult to  compare.  The  styles, oresentations, 
and  even  the  contents  ~re quite different from  country  to  country.  Also, 
depending  on  the  tr~ditions or orientations of each  country,  ~reater 
emphasis  is put  either on  intra-family or  education~l  oroble~s or even 
on  guarantees  for health  and  hygiene. - 36  -
THE  NETHERLANDS 
- The  Dutch  Advertisin!l  Code  has  set up  "Good  Practice Regula-
tions"  and  item  11  concerns  advertising  aimed  at children  and  is  flS 
follows  : 
- "11- Advertising  which,  in whole  or  in  part, is obviously 
aimed  at children must  not  contain any  element  in  its representation or 
the  image  it presents  which  could  cause  them  harm  in  any  way  whatsoever 
or which  enables  advantage  to  be  taken  of  their ignorance  or natural 
credulity". 
Also,  with  regard  to  broadcasted  advertising,  a special  Regula-
tion was  drafted  by  the  Advertising  Council  (~eclameraad) taking  into 
account  the  Dutch  Advertising  Code  as  well  as  that of  the  I.C.C .•  In 
particular, it contains  Article  10  which  reads  as  follows  : 
Article  10  :  "Advertising  messages  presented  in an  unequivocal 
manner  and,  in  whole  or in  part, intended  for  children must  not  suqgest 
or contain  any  text or  image  which  could  damage  parental  authority. 
These  messages  must  not  take  advantage  of the  ignorance  or natural 
credulity of children.  As  far as  the  direct participation of children 
in advertising messages  is concerned,  particular care must  be  taken  to 
avoid  the  description or  portrayal  of any  action  that responsible  par-
ents  would  disapprove  for  reasons  of physical  or moral  danger ... 
Within  the  same  regulations, we  can  also  note,  though  it is a 
particular application. Article  17  which  is on  ads  for  "Sugar-based 
treats
11  and  which,  among  other things,  prohibits  the  presence  of any 
"person  under  14"  in  the messages.  The  messages  also  "cannot  be  aired - 37  -
before  7:55  P;M;;  This  is obviously  a specific example  of a preoccupa-
tion with  health  and  dental  hygiene  which  should  be  compared  with  the 
recommendations  set up  in  Great  Britain for  the  saMe  media. 
Lastly, the  S.T.E.R.  (Stichting Etherreclame}  (Broadcasted  Adverti-
sing  Foundation,  which  has  the  exclusive monopoly  on  radio  and  television 
advertising)  commented  on  this article  : 
The  following  advertising  is prohibited 
- Encouraging  children  to  frequent  places  unfamiliar  to  them  or 
talk to strangers  in order  to obtain trading  stamps,  coupons,  etc  .••• 
- Suggesting  to  children  that they  fail  in their duty  or are dis-
loyal  to  any  person  or  organization if they  do  not  buy  such  and  such  a 
product. 
- Creating  a feeling of inferiority or of being  an  object of ridicu-
le so  that they  will  insist on  having  such  and  such  a product. 
- Urging  children  to  ask  adults  to  huy  the  product. 
These  recommendations  are mandatory  for all  TV  messages. 
Application Controls 
Besides  the  actions  covered  by  the  laws  on  fraudulent advertising, 
there are  prohibitions  relative to  broadcasted  adverti·sinq  from  the 
11Reclameraad
11  (Advertising  Council)  whose  pur!')ose  is as  follows  : 
a)  to  approve  rates applicable  to  broadcasting  of advertising  on 
radio or TV. 
b)  to  set up  prohibitions  for  the  contents  of advertising mes-
sages  {see  above). 
c)  to  control  the execution  of the  prohibitions relative to  these 
messages. - 38  -
Advertising  on  radio  and  TV  was  first introduced  into Holland  in 
1967  and  1968.  A certain parallel  can  be  drawn  with  the  regul~tions set 
up  in France  by  the  Regie  Fran~aise de  Publicite  (French  Advertising 
Authority)  which  is intended  to  oversee  televised advertisinq  under  the 
conditions  set forth  in this survey  and  to  set regulations  for  the  mes-
sages  and  exercise preventative control  of their contents  (Screening 
Commission). 
The  Dutch  Advertising  Council  exercises control  over  the  appli-
cation of the  prohibitions.  In  its examination  of the  advertising mes-
sages, it is assisted by a consultin9  body  (College  Van  Bijstand).  The 
S.T.E.R.  is responsible  for a primary  control.  The  ~dvertiser can  ap-
peal  to  the  council  if the  mess~ge he  submits  is not  approved. 
~~oreover 9  any  person  may  protest before  the  council  ~n authori-
zation either grantee  by  the  S.T.E.R.  or the  council  itself. After an 
accelerated procedure  and  if the  complaint  is judged  valid~ the  decision 
is handed  down  a  time  limit for  suspension  of the  broadcastin~. The 
council  has  the  right to officially examine  a message  authorized  by  the 
S.T.E.R.  which  it directly controls. 
It is interesting to  note  that from  1967  until  1975,  9,837 
advertising  films  were  presented  to  the  S.T.E.R.  and,  from  1968  until 
1975,  6,130  radio  advertisements  were  submitted.  Only  94  were  refused.(1) 
The  above  comments  do  not  particularly concern  advertising  by 
(1)  Advertising  Control  Methods  - Description  and  appraisal  of 
developments  in  the  Netherlands,  R.  Overee~. - 39  -
and  for  children  nor  the  application of Article  10  of the  "Prohibitions 
for  Broadcasted  Advertising".  The  authorizations  granted  or refused  in 
this context should  be  compared  with  the  decisions  made  in France  Rn~ 
Great  Britain.  Controls  for  radio  and  television exist in  these  countries 
which  should  permit  an  interesting cornrarison. - 40  -
IT.r~L Y 
In  Italy 9  a  Code  of  P~dvertising Ethics  was  a~orov~d by  the 
Italian General  /\dvertising  Conf~deration. t\rticle II  rr:~ds  as  follows 
- Article  II  :  Children  and  ~dolescents 
"Particular care  Must  be  taken  in  the  drafting of  messa~es r\imed 
at children or  adolescents  or lrJhich  ar\::  likely to  be  received  by  ther1. 
These  mess(\ges  must  contain  nothing  which  could  htlrm  them  nsychological-
ly and  also must  not  take  advantage  of their  natur~l crenulity or their 
inexperience.  The  use  0f children and  adolescents  in  advertisino mes-
sages  must  avoid  all  systematic  exploitation of  the  natur~l  feelinqs  of 
adults  for  the  young n. 
It must  be  noted  that this text, from  ('  professionC\1  or~f\ni  Z·:::l-
tion 9  does  not  hav~ the  force  of 1  f\\tJ. - 41  -
The  Central  Advertising  Committee  (Z.A.H.)  h~s adonted  regulations 
inspired  by  the  I.C.C.  rJhich  apply  orincipally to  radio  ond  TV.  They 
are  self-controls  by  nature  anrl  can  be  listed as  follo\~.'s  : 
1.  Advertising  should  not  contain  any  representations  of children 
which  are not  in conforr.1ity  'J\fith  the  normr\1  way  of life for a child. 
2.  Advertising  should  not  directly urga  children  to  purchase  or 
consume  the  advertised  product. 
3.  Advertising  should  not  cont~in representations  where  children 
urge  or are  requested  to  urge  other persons  to  buy  the  product. 
4.  Advertisin~ should  not  take  advantane  of the  trust children 
~  -
nave  in certain persons. 
5.  Promotions  (e.g.  gifts,  prizes~ contests)  should  not  confuse 
the  receiver of the message,  nor  use  the  temrtati0n of excessive  bene-
fits, nor  take  adv~ntage of a  love  for  games~ nor  exert pressure  usin~ 
'hard sell'  marketinQ  approaches. 
6.  Crimes  or delinquence  which  might  cause  canqer  c~nnot be 
presented  as  worth  imitatin9 or generally accepted  nor  imply  this. - 42  L' 
GREAT  BRITAIN 
In  Great  Britain there are  leral  regulations  for televiserl nrlverti-
sing  and  a  Professional  Code  covering  ~11  the  ~erliC'  .• 
TV  advertisinf1  is controlled  by  the  "/\1:1ended  Television Act"  of 1972 
which  \\Jas  revised  and  added  to in July  l~7t:. 
This  .. Anenned  Television Act"  provirtes  for strict control  of adver-
tising and  gives  the  I.n.A.  (Incependant  Broadcastinq  Authority)  legal 
powers  to set the  rletails of the rules. 
It was  within this context that the  I.B.~. enacterl  the  "Code  of 
Advertising  Standards  and  Practice"  (reviser!  anc!  anderl  to in  J~nu~ry 1077). 
Specific rules  concerning  advertisine1  'fJith  or for children were  adderl:  to 
- . -- --
it in "Appendix  I  :  Advertising  and  Children".  This  is a  r4etailerl  text 
which  makes  provisions  for  the widest variety of situations.  nespite its 
length, it is \1/0rthwhile  to give  the  COPl~lete text here  hath  for the 
contents  themse 1  ves  and  as  a  basis of comparison.  t•!e  wi 11  see  how  the 
national  approaches  to  the  Si\me  problem  t1iffer.  ~!ere is the text : 
r.PPEr~DIX  I  :  Adverti si  Of!  and  Chi 1  dren 
The  child Audience 
1.  i··lo  product or service may  be  adverti  set:4  anrl  no  JTtetho~ nf itdver-
tisin9 may  be  used,  in  associ~tion ~Jith a  proqram  inten(fer1  for children 
or \"Jhich  lar:-~e  nurnhers  of children are  likely to  see or hear,  ~\fhich 
might  harm  them  physically,  ~entally or morally,  ~nd no  nethod  of ad-
vertising may  be  erj1ployed  ,hJhich  takes  advanta~e of the  naturr\1  crerluli  ... 
ty and  sense of loyalty of children. - 43  -
In  particular : 
a)  No  advertisement which  encoura<JCS  children  to enter strange 
places  or to converse  with  strangers  in an  effort to collect cour,ons, 
wrappers,  labelss etc., is  allowef~. The  details of any  collecting scheme 
must  be  submitted  for  investig~tion to  ensure  that the  scheme  contains 
no  element of danger  to  children. 
b)  Direct  appeals  or exhortations  to  t-uy  nay  not  be  rade  to  chil-
dren  unless  the  product  advertised is of interest to  chilrlren  ~nd one 
which  they  could  reasonably  be  expected  to afford  themselves. 
c)  r~!o  advertisement  for a commercia 1 product or service is r9.l-
lowed  if it contains  any  appeal  to children \'Jhich  su~gests in  any  way 
that unless  the children themselves  buy  or encourage  other people  to 
buy  the  product  or service they  1!\rill  be  failinq in  snme  duty  or lacfdng 
in  1  O:f{l 1  ty  to~1ards  some  person  or orqani zation ,,,hether  th?.t  f-)erson  or 
organization is the  one  ~aking the  ~ppeal or not. 
d)  No  advertisef(1ent  is allo'P!ed  trJhich  leads  children to  helieve 
that if they  do  not  O\t.~n  the  product  advertise(~ they  ,~,; 11  be  inferior in 
some  way  to other children or that they  are  liahle to  be  helrl  in contempt 
or ridicule for not  owning  it. 
e)  No  advertise~ent dealing with  the  activities of a club  is al-
lowed  without  the  submission  of  s.~tisfactory evirlence  tha.t  the  cluh  is 
carefully  supervise~ in the  ~atter of the  behavior of the children  and 
the  company  they  keep  and  that there  is no  suggestion  of the  club  being 
a secret society. - 44  -
f)  ''!hile it is recoqnizerl  that chilC''r·en  are  not  the  direct pur-
chasers  of many  products  or services over  which  they  are  naturally al-
lowed  to exercise  preference 9  ca~~ should  be  taken  t~at they  are  not 
encouraged  to  make  themselves  a nuisance  to  other !Jeople  in  the  interests 
of  any  particular product  or service.  In  an  advertiseMent offerinrt a 
free gift, a prize or a contest for children,  the  ~Jin ~phasis of the 
advertisement must  Le  on  the  product with  which  the  offer is associated. 
Products  or services  not  of brand  interest to  children which  however 
feature  promotions  of interest to  children must  not  normally  be  transmit-
ted  until  after 9 p.m. 
g)  If there  is to  be  a reference  to  a contest for children in an 
advertisement,  the  published  rules  ~ust be  submitted  for anproval  before 
the  advertisement  can  be  accepted.  The  value  of prizes  anrl  the  chAnces 
of winning  one  must  not  be  exag~eraterl.. 
h)  Arlvertisements  for  toys,  games  and  other rroducts  of interest to 
children must  not mislead,  taking  into account  the  child's immaturity  of 
judgeMent  and  experience.  In  particular : 
- the  true size and  scale of the  product must  be  marle  easy  to  jud~e, 
preferably  by  sho':ting  it in  r~lation to  some  common  object by 
which  its size and  scale can  be  .jud!}ed.  In  any  demonstration it 
must  be  made  clear Nhether  the  toy  is made  to  move  mech~nically 
or through  manual  operation  ; 
- treatments which  reflect the  toy  or r,ame  seen  in  action  throut;Jh 
the  child's eyes  or in t;Jhich  real-life counter11arts  of a toy  are 
are  seen  work in~ must  be  used  \'Ji th  due  restraint. There  rnus t  be - 4~ -
no  confusion  as  to  the  noise  produced  by  the  toy  - e.~. a toy 
racing  car and  its real-life counterpart  ; 
- where  advertisements  show  results from  a rlrawing,  construction, 
craft or modelling  toy or kit, the  results  sho~''" must  be  reasonably 
attainable by  the  average  child and  ease  of  assern~ly must  not  be 
exaggerated. 
i) Cartoon  characters  and  puppets  featured  in  ITV  or  BPC  chil-
dren's  programs  must  not  expressly  recommend  products  or services of 
special  interest to  children or  be  shown  using  the  pro~uct. This  prohibi-
tion does  not  extend  to  public service advertisements  nor  to  cartoon 
characters or puppets  especially created for advertisements. 
2.  Restrictions on  Times  of Transmissions 
----------------------------~--------~ 
a)  Advertisements  for  the following  must  not  ~e trAnsMitter:!  during 
children's programs  or in the  advertisement  breaks  iMmediately  before 
or after them  : 
• alcoholic drinks 
•  liqueur chocolates 
• cigars  and  tobacco 
• matches 
b)  advertisements  for medicines  specially formulaterl  for children 
must  not  be  transmitted  before~ p.M ••  This  restriction also  applies  to 
advertisements  in which  children. are  seen  takin~ any  medecine  or in which 
its suitability for children is specially  ~phasised  ~ - 46  -
c)  advertisements  for matches  being  promoted  by  Means  of prizes or 
gifts of any  kind  must  not  be  tr~nsmitted before  ~  p.~. and  such  adverti-
sements  must  be  clearly addressed  to  adults  : 
d)  advertiser•ients  \/Jhich  feature  personalities associater1  with  lTV 
or  BBC  chi 1  dren •  s  programs  ~nrl  ~·!hi ch  pronote  products  or services of 
special  interest to  children  ~ust not  he  transmitted  until  after 9 p.m. 
e)  advertisements  which  contain  tr~1atrr'ents \'thich  might  alarm  or 
frighten  children will  be  the  subject of appropriate  restrictions on 
times  of  transmission. 
3.  fr!~~~ 
Advertisements  for toys, games  and  siMilar prnc1ucts  Must  include  an 
indication of their price.  t~hen parts!'  accessories or batteries which  a 
child might  reason~bly suppose  to  be  part of a  nonm~l  purchase  are 
available only  at extra  cost~ this must  be  made  clear.  The  c~st must  not 
be  minimised  by  the  use  of words  such  as  'only'  or  'just'. 
4.  Q~n~~!-~~gign~-
For  reasons  of  dental  hygiene  advertisements  shall  not  encourage 
persistent  str~eet eatin!!  throu~hout the  day  nor  the eatin!' of sNeet, 
sticky foods  at bed-tine.  .4\dverti sements  for confecti onary  or snack  foods 
shall  not  suggest  that such  products  may  be  substituterl for ?roper  ~eals. 
s.  !b~-~bi!9_in_81Y~r~i~~~n~~ 
The  participation of children  in  ildvertisements  is subject to  the 
following  conditions  : - 47  -
a)  fiDQ!Q~~n~ : concerns  child actors 
b)  ~Q~~r12Y!!QO§_!Q_~~f~~~ 
Any  situations in which  children  are  to  be  seen  or heard  in adverti-
sements  should  be  carefully considered  from  the  point of view  of safety. 
In  particular : 
- children should  not  appear  to  be  unattended  in street scenes  un-
less  they  are  obviously  old  enough  to  be  responsible for their own 
safety  ;  should  not  be  shown  playing  in the  ro~d, unless it is 
clearly shown  to  be  a  play-street or other safe area  ;  should  not 
be  shown  stepping  carelessly off the  pavement  or crossing  the 
road  without due  care  ;  in busy  street scenes  should  be  seen  :~ 
use  pedestrian crossings  in crossing  the  road  ;  an~ should  he 
otherwise  seen  in general, as  pedestrians  or cyclists, to behave 
in accordance  with  the  ~~ighway Code  ; 
- children should  not  be  seen  leaning  dan~erously nut  of windows  or 
over  brid~es, or climhing  dangerous  cliffs  ; 
- small  children should  not  be  shown  climbinq  up  to  high  shelves  or 
or reaching  up  to  take  thin~s from  a table above  their heads  ; 
-medicines, disinfectants, antiseptics  an~ caustic substances  must 
not  be  shown  within  reach  of children without close parental 
supervision,  nor  should  children  he  shown  usin~ these  products  in 
any  way  ; 
- children must  not  be  shown  usinq  matches  or any  gas,  paraffin~ 
petrol, mechanical  or mains-powered  appliance which  could  lead  to 
their suffering burns,  electrical  shock  or other injury  ; - 48  -
- children must  not  be  sho\AJO  drivin" or  ridin~ on  a!!ricultural 
machines  (including  tractor-drawn carts or ir-1plet"ents).  Scenes 
of  this k  i nd  cou 1  d encourage  infractions of the  f..gri cu 1 ture 
{Safety,  Health  and  Pelfare Provisions)  Act  1CJ56. 
- an  open  fire in  a domestic  scene  in  an  advertisement must  always 
have  a fire-extinguisher clearly visible if a chilrl  is included 
in  the  scene. 
c)  §22~-~~DD~r~-~D~-~~b~~iQr 
Children  in advertisements  should  be  reasonably  well-mannered  and 
well-behaved. 
s.  ~b!l~r~D-2§-~r~~~n!~r~ 
Children  must  not  be  userl  to present or  c~ent on  prorlucts  about 
which  they  cannot  be  expecte~ to  have  direct interest or  knowled~e. 
7.  !~~~!m2r.!!~!§ 
Children  must  not  be  used  to  give  formalised  nersonal  testimony. 
This  will  not,  however,  nonmally  preclude  children givinq  spontaneous 
comments  on  matters  in  which  they  ~rould have  an  obvious  natural  interest. 
Also~ a Self-control  Code  drafted  ry  the  organizations  that represent 
the  advertisers, the  a~encies and  the  media,  valid for all  the  merlia, 
generally reiterates in  brief the  provisions  of  the  code  set up  by  the 
I.B.A.  with  regards  to  children.  This  is why  it has  not  been  reproduced 
here.  It is made  up  of an  Appendix  to  the  "l'!ritish  Code  of ,Arlvertising - 49  -
Practices" entitled 
11/!,ppendix  B  Children  and  YourltJ  Peo?le". 
It would  be  worthwhile  to  know  how  the  reccmmendations  and  re~ula­
tions set up  in Great  Britain are applied with  examples  of messages  that 
have  been  approved  or rejected. 
During  the  course of a series of interviews mentioned  in the  survey, 
the  pollsters observed  that the  Rritish nothers  polled  did  not  know  that 
regulations  and  recommendations  existed to which  the  messa~es had  to 
conform.  ~hen they  were  told about  this, they  showed  skepticism  regarding 
such  a large  number  of prohibitions  (1). 
In  contrast to a detailed code  of prohibitions  coverin~ all cases, 
in France  there are  regulations  which  set down  the  principles  and  an 
appeal  can  be  made  to  a board  in order to appraise  cases  in point. 
(1)  See  Appendix  3 - 50  -
FRAnCE  : 
In  France  there  is no  particular law  regarding  advertising and  the 
child.  Ho\l!ever,  there are  t1!JO  texts worth  citing.  fJne  is concerned  \~ith 
television and  radio,  the  other with  the  111edi~.  in  ~eneral. r'either has 
force  of law.  The  first, however,  applies  compusorily  to  all Messaqes 
broadcast on  radio  and  television  by  the  nationalized  com~anies and  is 
implemented  by  state preliminary  controls.  The  second,  a voluntary 
agreement,  has  a purely  self-disciplinary character. 
1.  La  llegie  Francaise  rle  la  Pu~licit~ T~levisee  (~.F.P.) 
The  R.F.P.  (The  French  ~oard of Television Advertising)  which  en-
sures  the  Nanagement  and  control  of radio  and  television advertising  by 
the  National  Television  Companies  has  laid down  a requlation. 
a)  Regulations 
Articles  14  and  15  concern  children. 
- Article  lt:.  :  "the  requlation concerning  the  employment  of chil-
dren  in entertainment  ~ust be  closely observed.  Children  presented  in an 
advertising message  must  be  seen  to  behave  correctly and  show  good  Man-
ners." 
- Article  15  :  1)  "Particular care must  be  ta'<en  in  connection  with 
children.  The  impact  of radio and  T.''·  is not  suited to  their weakness, 
and  radio  and  T.V.  advertisin~ must  respect  the  personality of  the  child 
and  not  be  hanmful  to  his  development. 
2)  The  use  of children  in  advertising messages  must 
be  moderate  ;  they  cannot  be  the  princioal  actors  unless  there is a direct - 51  -
link between  them  and  the  product or service concerned.  They  cannot  be 
the  advocates  of the  product or  service.  Lastly,  the  hena,_dor  of chil-
dren  and  the  dialogues  be'b'!een  then1  or tvith  adults Must  remain  natural 
and  take  place  ~ost often  in  the  faMily  grou9. 
3)  No  messaoe  or  arlvertisin~  announce~ent must  be 
the  cause  of  moral~ mental  or physical  harm  to children;  no  method  of 
radio or television advertisina must  profit by  the  impressionability 
and  credulity of children. 
4)  In  particular,  no  advertisin9 messaqe  must  : 
- invite children  to  neetin~s orqanized  for 
advertising purposes  or urge  them  to converse ,,; th  s  tran~ers. 
- constitute an  appea.l  giving children the  impres-
sion  that if they  do  not  themselves  buy  or  ur~e other persons  to  buy 
the product  or service in question  they 'Ni 11  be  fa i 1  i ng  in a rtuty  or a 
loyalty towards  a person  or organization, whether  or not  that person  or 
organization be  the  one  responsible  for the  aoreal. 
- ur~e chilrlren  to  think  that if they  do  not  have 
the  product  advertised  their health or their future will  be  affected or 
that they  will  be  despised  or held  in contemot. 
- urge  children to  pester other persons  to huy  a 
particular product  or  service. 
- urge  children to  buy  those  products  which  are 
listed in  the  third section of the  requlation or to have  recourse  to 
methods  of sa  1  es  by  correspondance  or credit,  '~..rhatever  the  terms  may  he. 
5)  The  same  care  must be  taken \'lith rertard  to - 52  -
adolescents. 
b)  This  reguli\tion, formulat0d  and  modifie~ as  necessity arises  by 
the  Administrative  Council  of the  ~.F.P., made  up  nf  12  mc~hers (repre-
sentatives of the  St~te, the  Press,  the  ~dvertisers  ~nrl  ~qencies, the 
Consumers  anrl.  private stations of the  periphery)  is further co"lpletet1  by 
11interoretative notices". 
As  an  example,  for the  uToyn  sector, the  interpretati\fe notice 
provides,  after reiterating the  requirement  for conformity with  the 
standards  in force  and  various  other prohibitions  concerning  its relation 
to  reality 
II 
The  scenarios must  take  into consideration  thP  reco~enrl~tions  ~nd 
the  utilization terms  in  the  toy  directions  and  not  play down  the degree 
of dexterity,  the  age,  strength or skill  required  to r1ake  use  of the 
product'.  In  certain cases  the m.inirnum  age  limit for the  child must  be 
given  visually and  audibly. 
In  any  case, all  precautions  must  be  taken  to  avoid  ur~in;1 c'1ildren 
to violence  or presenting  children  in danC!erous  sit•tations or one  which 
might  cause  the:-1  to  act without sufficiP.nt reflection.  In  certain  c~ses 
the  a.F.P.  can  requ·ire  the  presence  of the  parents  or a  rec0111'!1endation 
to the  parents ,  t>!i thin the mesSaffe,  tha.t  care  be  t~ken. 
The  camera  angles  n"ust  not  produce  a false  impression  of the  toy's 
size, its perfonmance  nor  its real  usefulness.  The  settin9 used  Must 
enable  a  person  to estir:late  the  real  dimensions  or characteristics. 
Mhen  a  reference  to price is made  in a f:lessare,  it must  be  inrlicated - 53  -
as  an  absolute  amount  without  further considerations." 
(October  1()75) 
tJi th  regards  to  toys, it was  observecf  that the  opposition  sho\·Jn 
when  this sector  t~as  openec1  did  not  cease  and  the  ahove-rnentionccf  requ-
lations  remained  n.ifficult to  apply. 
c)  In  addition, there is an  examination  prior to  rtny  transr'issinn 
where  a vi eNi ng  comr.'!i ttee, made  up  of a  11  the  p~rti  es  concerned,  ensures 
that the  rules  anrl.  interpretations of the  Council  of ,".drninistration  ~re 
respected.  This  sys  tel'~;,  at once  prescriptive anrl  preventative,  has  a 
certain originality in  that it brinDS  about  coo~eration among  the  state 
powers,  representatives of the  arlvertisin~  ~rofession, the  competing 
media,  (press  and  television), and  consumer  representatives  (I.n.c.). 
2.  The  second  body  :  the  Bureau  for the  Verification of Advertisino 
,: 
{Bureau  de  Verification  rle  la  Publicite- n.".P.) 
It is self-disciplinary, althouqh  it includes  in a council  three 
consumer  representatives ''!ho  act as  \'uttch-do~s over its deonto 1  ogi ca 1 
function  in their capacity of private, voluntary  Associates.  The  rvp 
lays  down  recomrnendations,  inspirerl,  as  it decla.res,  hy  the  ICC  Code  and 
by  English  and  Canadian  examples.  The  recor.l'lendations  concernin0  chil-
dren  dates  from  ~!arch  11,  1975  and  reacis  as  follo,~Js  : 
I  - Advertising  addressed  to Children 
Advertisin~ of this kind  must  not  untier  ~ny circumstances 
a)  concern  a  product  which  by  its nature,  qua 1  i ty or ordinary  use, 
ought  not  be  put  at the  disposal  of children. - 54  -
b)  concern  the  following  cate0ories of  ~roducts 
•  pharmaceutical  products 
• cigarettes 
.  sweets  'tlhi ch  are  not  c  1  asse.-1  as  norna 1  foods,  and  ~rhi ch,  bei n!'l 
base.-1  on  carbohydrates  (saccharose~ glucose,  inverted  suqar  and 
fructose),  cannot  be  const~ntly eaten  between  reals without 
hann. 
c)  offer sales by  correspondance,  on  credit, h?.r!)ains  or  correspon-
dance  courses. 
d)  play down  the  degree  of ability, age,  strenoth or  a~ility 
necessary  in order to  use  a  product. 
e)  be  likely to  bring  discre·1it on  the  authority,  jud~e!Tlent or 
tastes of the  parents. 
f)  suggest  risky actions without  giving  positive crtution. 
g)  represent a  product  in such  a v.tay  that improper  or dangerous 
usage  might  be  suggested. 
h)  falsely  sug~est that the  possession or utilisation of a  prorluct 
will  give  a child physical, social  or  psyc~oloqical  n.rlvanta~e over  his 
fellows  or that the  absence  of possession  of the  product will  have  a 
contrary effect. 
i) invite children  to  meetings  orqanised  in  the  interest of adverti-
sing, these  interests being  foreign  to  them. 
II  - Advertising  addressed  to  Adults 
a)  Advertising must  not  urge  children  to  exert  ex~ggerated pressure 
on  their parents, asking  them  to  buy  certain  pror~ucts or services which - 55  ... 
are  not  meant  for children. 
b)  Advertisinr1  ~ust not  lead  chil~ren to  m~ke judgeMent  on  a  product~ 
piece of equipment  or service \l!hich  they  are  unquestionably  incapahle  of 
assessing. 
N.B.  :  Following  actions  taken  by  representatives of the  consu~er 
organizations  before  the  Board  of f1irectors,  the  ?..P.".'s actions were 
published  as  well  as  the  sanctions  applied  for violations of the  recom-
mendations. 
The  above-mentioned  reconmen(~ations presuppose  !'lreat  viqilance in 
their application.  As  is also  the  case  in  f.re~t Britain  And  the  Nether-
lands,  application  depends  in  part on  value  judgenents.  Of  course,  and 
as  the  Dutch  Adv,,~;rtising  Code  indicates  (point  12) 9  these  reco~enda­
tions,  like the  provisions  of the  code,  must  be  aoplied  to the  letter 
and  also  accordin0  to  the  spirit in t-rhich  th~y were  drafted. - 56  -
There  are  no  televised advertisements  in  P.elf!iu~  but~ of course, 
broadcasts  are  received  from  the  surroundin0  areas. 
There  is  no  1  n':"  concerni n~ chi 1  dren  and  ~rio  1  escents.  Hot,,ever,  sr>eci-
fie texts prohibiting  advertisin~ of medicines  in newspapers  for children 
and  the  direct  advertisin~ of tobacco  ai~erl  ~t childrP.n  do  exist.. 
There  is also  an  Advertising  Corle 1  pro~ucerl hy the  nrofession! 
dating  from  1968,  in  tr.Jhich  .'\rticles 10,  11  ~nd 12  concern advertisinq 
for children. 
Twice  at  least~ in 1972-73  and  in  197€~ the  re~ul~tion of adverti- .  . 
sing, and  consequently,  of adverti  sin~  t,~Ji th  or for chi 1  dren,  ~,as made  the 
subject of an  examination  hy the  Consum~r Council,  an  official  consulta-
tive  body  \rlhich  includes  not  only consu'1er  representatives  but  also 
those  of industry  anc1  trade.  It seerr's  that the  representatives of pro-
ducers  and  distriLutors  wante~ to  ~erserve the  voluntary  Code  of  Dennto-
logy  as  it was  V'lhile  the  representatives of the  consumers  insisted on 
the  necessity of  co~pulsory  re~ulation. - 57  -
LUXG1f3URG  : 
Luxembur~J refers  to the  regulations  nraftet1  hy  the  ~i'f'i e  Francai se 
de  Publicite  among  others. - 58  -
IRELAND  : 
There  are  no  1  a~·Js  in  Ire  1  and  hJi th  reoard  to adverti  sin~ Ni th  ~r for 
children. 
The  only code  that exists  is a  self~·regulatory one  v~~hich  provi~es 
the fo  11 o~!i ng  tJi th  regard  to  chi 1  d  ren  : 
- advertising  ai~ed at children must  not contain9  by  illustrati,n 
or any  other manner::- any  elerent which  could  cause physical, moral  or 
mental  hano  or exploit their credulity. 
However,  there is ta  1  k nf drafti  n~ a  1  al·-!  rer;ardi nt:t  fraudulent ad-
vertising and  a  body  based  on  that of the mhudsman. 
These  are  thus  measures  concerning arlvertisinq  in general  and  not 
specifically  ~!ith  re~ard to children  a.n(2  adolescents. ·- 59  -
Denmark  possesses  unique  institutions, i.e., the  consum~r ornbuds~an. 
As  of May  1,  1975~ advertising  v.fas  rlaced  under  the  control  of the  state 
and  is checked  hy  the  ombudsman.  The  latter refers m?linly  to  the  Interna-
tional  Code  of Actvertisinq  Practices  of  the  I.C.C.  in questions  of 
interpretation of the  legal  provisions  re0ardins  advertisin~. 
It takes  ''i rect action  ,,.,; th  the  author of the  arlverti sement  to 
request that he,  if necessary,  conform  to  the  practices of honest  a~ver­
tising.  It can  also  take  action  through  the  courts  in  Copenhagen  in  order 
to  give  the  author  formal  notice. - f)()  -
CQiii\viENTS  : 
t~hat can  be  said about  and  lfJhat  information  can  be  dra.\>m  from  the 
above? 
This  is  si~ply an  inventory  and  description of the  prohibitions  and 
siw.ple  recon~endations concerning  advertising  and  its relation to  the 
child. 
Intellectually and  logic~lly~ it \\fou1d  be  satisfactory$  ~-dthin the 
scope  of this  survey~ to  try to  compare  the  prohibitions  and  recommenda-
tions  amon~ themse 1  ves  in  order  to determine  the  reasons  why  they  \A!ere 
drafted as  they  stand  and  also  to  apprais0  their effectiveness. 
Obviously  the legal  re~ulationss in  the  '·.:idest  sense  of this  term, 
here  extended  to  si!T:ple  self~control  recommendations,  cha.nqe  according  to 
menta 1  i ties  and  customs  which  chan(!e  thtlf\1Se 1  ves  becr.tuse  of techni ca 1 
progress.  ~ioreover, technical  progress  causes  situations  to arise v..Jhich 
should  be  Mastered  accordinq  to  a certain conception  of mankind  and 
society. 
The  phenomenon  of advertisin9,  by  using  modern  techniques  of  promu1~ 
gation  in order  to  attain commercial  objectives  is faced,  in  its exnan-
sion, with  this  type  of problem.  The  advertisers!J  advertisinn  a~encies 
and  marketing  ex~erts as  well  as  the  leaders  and  managers  of the  media 
would  be  wron~ to  consider  the  questions  bein0  asked  about  advertisinn  as 
based  on  other motivations. 
To  illustrate this  ~Je  can  note  that all  the  regulations  and  recom-
mendations  are  recent  and  that, also!J  for the rost oart and,  at least,  the 
most  specific among  them,  were  caused  by  advcrtisin9's  being  introducer - 61  -
on  television.  ~:1e will  come  back  to  this point.  t,re  must  distinguish  between 
what  concerns  general  re~ulations  (1)  and  its effects on  advertisin~ and 
the  child and,  on  the  other hand,  what  constitutes  a specific provision 
for  the  protection of the child  as  target~ prescrib8r or argument. 
1 - Concerning  texts having  a general  impact,  the  beginning  of this 
survey  indicated  that they  could  be  examined  regardin?  their application 
to  children.  This  is mainly  a question  of, besides  specific laws  t-1ith  Jre-
gard  to  certain sectors  (alcohol,  tobacco,  nharmaceuticals,  etc  •.• ), m·is-
leading  and  unfair advertising. 
We  have  already  indicated  that there  ~1as  no  reason  to  go  into  an 
examination  of  legal  regulations  set up  in  the  field  nor  their evolution. 
It was  also  noted  that,  by  condemning  all  advertisin~ which  tends  to 
11mislead
11  and,  above  all, unfair advertisin9,  \AJe  are  led  to  r.1ake  a  compa~ 
rison  between,  on  the one  hand,  the  prohibition of advertisements  based 
on  faelings  of  fear or guilt and,  on  the other hand,  certain of the 
above-mentioned  recotrn1endations  which  constitute just so  many  approacrws 
to  l~mit, if not  advertising, at least its  usin~ ar'1uments  stemmin3  from 
moral  pressure  (fear,  responsibility~ etc  •.. ). 
~!ithin this context, it would  be  interestinq to  knov1  under  what 
conditions, which  can  undoubtedly  only  be  conditions  for  cases  in  point 
{1)  The  word  "regulation  ..  is taken  here  in  its most  f:eneral  meanin9  and 
not  as  a legal  term  meaning  necessary  requirement  and  sanction. - 62  -
(case  by  case) ,  The  Danish  Ombudsman  1  earned  .:1bout  ;Jdverti  sin~ regn.rdii n~ 
the  utilization of children and  the  decisions  that it made  under  such 
circumstances. 
However 9  since  televised  advertising  is not  authorized  in Denmnrk, 
it is easier to  understand  why  advertisinr; messn.r;es- some  would  say  ad-
vertising aggression  - are  less  hishly developed  in  this country  as  op-
posed  to  those  in  others  v1hich  have  advertising  images  ?.nd  scenC\rios. 
P.nother  research  project would  be  interesting even  if it produc~~d 
negative results.  It would  be  on  EnDlish  legislation  be~inning with  the 
Fair Trading  Act  of 1973.  ':·.'e  refer to  this  text  no\t.J  becr\use  it is ordi-
narily quoted  as  a r.l:eans  of centro  11 i ng  trade practices.  Pi thout defining 
new  infractions with  regard  to  unfair cowoeti tion or  fr.~udul ent adverti-
sing,  the  Fair Trading  Act can  be  considered  a specificnlly 8ritish legal 
document,  in its content ns  well  as  the  adantation  ~Pchanism it provides 
for, such  that it has  been  written  that it makes  "a  ne\1.'  contribution  to 
the  string of  national  regulation  and  seems  to  ~e an  ide~ which  can  be 
used  for  the  future  regulation of advertising on  the  international  level". 
The  British  law  provides  for  a  ~echanism  throu~~ which  new  infractions  can 
be  defined  by  the  Secretary of  ~tate for Trade  and  Industry. 
This mechanism  provides  for the  intervention of  the  Chairm~n, of 
the  Consultin£!  Committee  or of the  Secretary of State  in  reqard  to  tr~de 
practices  "\<!hi c:·;  c~use or might  cause  consumers  t0  be  mi s  1  ead  or  confused 
with  regard  to  the  nature, quality or quantity of !)roducts  or services, 
mislead  them  relqtive to  their rights or obli0aticns, suhmit  the con-
sumer  to  abnorma 1 pressure or v-!hi ch  might  cc.use  the  consumers  to  make - ~3 -
inequitable  trans~ctions."  (1) 
The  authors  of the  survey  consider that the  re0ul~tions with  regard 
to  advertising  and  chi 1  dren  can  seem  to  be  quite forei  <Jn  to  a 1  ii\\'  which 
was  written, in  the  beginning,  b2cause  of  preoccup~tions with  unfair 
competition. 
However,  it has  been  observed  that laws  and  re~ulations are  no 
longer merely  concerned  with  unfair practices  between  tr~ders and  manu-
f  acturers.  Market  mechanisms  show  that the  consumers•  interests are 
protected. 
Thus,  with  relation to  advartisinq  ~nd childrer.t  the  question  can 
be  raised whether  problems  encountered  today  should  be  resolved  within 
the  framework  of general  laws  ~nd regulrttions  or by  specific texts. 
2 - It was  also  noted  that certain  r~coMmendations concerning  chil-
dren  are  for all  the  rr.edia  and  others  are  exclusiv81y  for television. 
Among  the  fanner  vJe  note  the  Code  drafted  by  the  International 
Chamber  of  Commerce:;  which  most  countries  refc::r  to  and  :_.·Jhi ch  often serves 
as  a reference  for the  courts.  It would  be  useful  to  know  whether,  as 







11Unfair"  advertising  but  also  concernin~ l'.rticles  12  (lnd  13  on 
children.  Of  course  the  records  of  a~plication of these  two  texts, sup-
posing  that they  were  re!'listcr(~d  by  th8  International  Chamber  of  Commerce 
or by  some  other entity, \rt!Oul d a  1  so  bG  i ntcrcs ti  nq. 
( 1)  Thi effry - Fraudulent  J\dverti sin':'-'  and  IntcrnationC\ 1 Law  ;  the  Future 
of Advertising  and  the  Lm·;,  NC\ti ona 1 Foundation  for  Company  Ri~hts, 1976. - 64  -
Still  in  relation to  the  texts  havinq  a general  scope,  i.e.  all 
media,  with  the  exception  of television  {1), the  recommendations  of the 
Advertising  Verification  Bure~u {B.V.P.)  in France  ~rc interesting with 
relation to  their application and  effectiveness. 
The  recommendation  concerns~ first,  adv~rtising aimed  at children 
and,  second,  advertising  aimed  at adults  (usinq  chilnrcn).  ~ccording to 
the  French  tradition, it is short s  i nee  it s te\tes  conc(~pts which  corres-
pond  to acquired  experience  or  to  probablt:  dev•-::loprnents  in advertising 
messages  and  their motivations. 
Above  all, the  B.V.P.,  influenced  by  the  consumer  representr\tives 
within  its  board~ decided  not  to  keep  secret the  decisions  made  for cor-
rection  or.  prevention  or  those  which  were  sanctions  in  character.  Since 
the  recomnendati on  dates  from  :·1arch  1975 ~  it is sti  11  too  e"rly to  pro-
duce  a significant application  record. 
Since  we  have  quoted  the  b"o  r£?commendntions  above,  thnt of  the 
I.C.C.  and  the  B.V.P.  (France),  we  must  also  cite~ text which  is general 
in scope  but which  has  a  complet~ly different charact0r since it is legal, 
i.e., the  Dutch  legislation on  ndv0rtising  ai~ed  ~tor usin9  chilnren. 
But,  here  ag1in,  there  is still  not  enough  information  on  its application. 
However,  they  did  inspire cert.3in  texts  in  television  advartisin~ and 
influence their uses. 
3 - As  was  noted,  it was  televised  advertisin~ which  gAve  rise to  the 
{1)  In  Franc~, the  Regie  Fran~aise de  Publicite oversees  advertisinq  on 
television and  checks  its contents. - 65  -
new  protective measures  concerning  the  consumer  and,  more  precisely,  the 
family  within  its life style on  the  level  of the  household  economy  and 
intra-family relations. 
A first observation  stands  out.  Distinctions  are  drawn  between 
countries  which  authorize  televised advertising  and  those  which  do  not 
allow  it.  Belgium  and  Denmark  did  not  need  recontnendations.  F0llov•ing 
their examples,  the  question  has  btJen  brou{'ht  up  ~!hether to  eliminate 
televised advertising  in  the  other countries.  A Conference  WflS  held  on 
this subject in Brusse 1  s  for  consumer  rApresenta.ti ves  in  necember  1976 
and  the  opinions  recorded  were  divided  according  to  country. 
This  divergence  of opinion  is a result of the  different exDeriences 
and  different emotional  reactions  in  the  countries  in question.  It could 
be  a result of either the  style or  the more  or  less  bold  manner  of  the 
advertising in  each  of  the  countries  or even  of  the  way  this advertising 
is received  and  the  actions  of family  or  woMen's  organizations~ in 
particular, with  re9Ards  to  children. 
Advertising  style has  areat im!)ortance.  The  word  "style"  is used 
here  to  include  subjects, situations,  inages,  dialogues  and  motivations. 
In  fact, it differs  from  television station to  station which  consider 
them  as  a public  service  (eg.  :  France)  or a private one,  which  does  not 
exempt  them  from  being  subject to  recommendations  and  control  (eg.  : 
United  Kingdom).  They  also  differ accordin9  to  th~ habitual  means  of 
expression  which  springs  from  the  culture and  t€~ndanci es  to  more  or 1  ess 
respect private life.  In  other lA'ords,  the m··,tivations  and  the means  through 
which  advertisin~ tr·iE:s  to  reach  or  "implicate
11  the  vie\'1/er  are  more  or - G6  -
less sophisticated.  They  can  re~ch an  intolerable poir:t  V!hich  is  dt:~monstra­
ted  by  adverti s i  n~·1  spots  which  have  been  refused  f\nd  a  1  so,  a  1  as, accepted 
for  the  television screen.  A preventiv0  control  provirles  a  me~ns of 
obtaining  a  cert~in idea  of what  certnin advertisers  prooosc  ~nd what  is 
judg~d acceptable  or  not  on  the  bnsis  0f  a set 0f regulations.  (1) 
\1le  can  thus  \1-IOnder  i·vhether  the  necessity of ref)ul ;,tin!:  is not  a 
consequence  of  the  sophistication of  the  ~essages and  the  orientation of 
the  advertising  and  its objectives towards scducti on  {!nd  i nfl w·:nci ng  the 
behavior  andi  at the  same  time,  the  very  nature of the  television medium. 
Thus,  the  access  given  to  advertising  on  the  televisionj a  new  and 
powerful  medium,  enables  advertising  to  develop  its techniques  for  seduc-
tion and  poses  many  problems.  ~s far as  children  ~nd adolescents  are 
concerned,  Great  Britain and  France,  Merely  t0  cite tNo  exnmplcs~ tried 
to  reso 1  ve  their problems  each  in a different marner,  either by  a  tE!Xt 
providing  for  many  possible  situations or  by  prior screenin!l  of the  spots. 
It would  be  intcrcstinq tn  be  able  to  com?are  the  results obtained  by 
each  of  these methods.  For  this, these  results would  not  only  have  to  be 
available, which  is not  the  case,  but  the  orqanizations  responsible  for 
the  application of  the  recolmlendations  and  r2gulations  \to~ould  h~vc to 
participate in this exar1ination.  ~·~e  hope  that it will  be  possible  to 
unite  tht.arn  with  others  in  the  near  future. 
This  beinJ  the  case,  we  cannot  ignore  that their role has  been  use-
ful  while  televised advertising  was  just beginnin0  and  ambitious.  A 
(1)  E.g.  Regie  Fran~aise de  Puhlicite in France. - 67  -
report on  the  length of  broodcastin~  ti~es  ~nd the  hours  h~s nnt  been 
given here  to  avoid  beginninf!  a  ne\\'  ch::tpter  in the  survey,  \AJhich  t'Jould  be 
more  appropriate  in  a survey  on  ndvcrtising  in  general~ and  this was  done 
intentionally.  However,  the  'lUestion  of whether  such  ~nd such  a sector, 
should  be  exJmined,  toys  for example,  has  been  discussed.  t~.re  can  not  go 
into certain sectors without  taking  certain precautions  due  to  the  neces-
sary requirements  of the nessages. 
As  a  resulti televised advertising  aimed  at and  using  children be-
comes  subject t0  an  accumulation  of protective regulations.  ThesG  texts 
are  so  short that the  Cod0  of the  International  Chamber  of Camerce 
(a.13)  does  not  take  full  account  of them. 
In  fact,  the  Recie  Frr1nc;~ise de  Publicite, \\'hose  re0ulations, ac-
cording  to the  French  tradition!\  are  basod  on  concP.pts,  had  to  work  out 
a legal  system  case  by  case  because  it or0vides  for  ~  Scr8enin~ C0mmis-
sion which  mak2s  judgements  basEd  on  the  story-bo~rds and  the films  they 
represent. 
The  British regulations  are  more  d\?scriptive  r\nd  ~.re  gen~rally 
thought  to  be  rGspected,  considerin~ the  type  of  ~2ss~:;es proposed  hy  the 
profession, but  are  a  1  so  sub,ject  to  cri ti  ci sm.  r.mon:J  the  interviews  with 
mothers  which  were  quoted  and  appear  in  thE•  r\ppendi x, one  of them,  aftc:r 
learning  of the  lonD  series of  provisions  contained  in  the  regulations, 
said that if all  the  re9ulations  were  ~pplied, not  ~11  the  ~cssages 
broadcas ted  vmul d conform  to  them. 
The  authors  of the  survey  planned  to  mnke  up  ~ coMparative  ta~le of 
recommendations  and  r8~ulations which  were  successively citect  in  this - 68  -
chapter.  This  tnble  would  have  had  little si~nific~ncs bec~use, first, 
only  certain countri2s  have  drafted  this type  of text ?.nd,  second,  these 
recommendations  are  only  significant insofar  nS  they  can  be  utilized and 
have  an  effect with  rcaard  to  the  type  of  ~dvertisinq used  in  this country 
in  particular. 
A comp.3rati ve  ,;;xami nation  of  the  texts  shoul rl  be  perfnm.ed  by  the 
consumer  representatives, advertising  professionals  and  th2  representa-
tives  of  the  concerned.  medi~s  (televisi0n)  brought  to0cther for  this 
purpose. 
It could  be  considered  that 9  unless  ~dvertisin1  ~imed  ~t and  usin~ 
children is prohibited  on  television,  regulations  shnuld  be  enacted  ~ro­
vided,  however,  that they  can  be  drafted  ~nd  ros~ect0d. - 69  -
IV.  CONCLUSIONS 
FINDING  SOLUTIONS  : 
Each  of the  preceding  chapters  contains  sugg0stinns  which  need  not 
all  be  rereated  hert:.:.  The  reader need  only  refer to  the  various  parts of 
the  survey. 
It would  be  more  reasonable  to  make  a reryort,  give  the  points  of 
view,  formulate  questions,  propose  means  of reasearch,  expnnd  the  parti-
cipation in this research  in  the  professional  groups  ~nd in the media 
and  bring  cas:c:s  before  the  courts  in the  countries  ~nd comunities  in 
due  time. 
1.  - Ar2  the  re9ulations  an~ codes  of good  conrluct  anrl  self-control 
presented  in the  preceding  chapter  capable  of  2liMin~ting the  excesses 
observed  in the  expansion  of  advartisin~ regarding  children  ~nd odolos-
cents? 
Or,  is  th(::  ~atter to  be  considered  the very  ide~ of  f\dvertisin~ 
aimed  at them? 
The  contents  of the regulations  ~nd the  professional  codes  suf-
ficiently demonstrate  th~t, in order  to  conform  to  the~, the  ~dvertising 
profession,  taken  in its entirety {  ~dv~:rti st::rs  ~  a.dverti s i r'lg  agencies  r:md 
media),  as  well  as  ~arketing effortss must  resist the  tcmpt~tion of using 
methods  and  techniques  of seduction which  are  available  tn  them  and  which 
they  could  use  rashly or even  abuse.  '·.'e  are  therefore concerned  with  the 
role of advertising  in  th\~  economics  nf  the marketpl"ce.  This  question 
cannot  be  avoided  for long.  The  relationship bet\•Jeen  advertisinr,  and  chil-
dren,  in  the  manner  in  \~hi ch  it is  used  for  co1Tf11erci a  1 purr>oses  Nhi ch - 70  -
may  or may  not  be  consider~~d an  element  of~ Ct~rtnin economic  grm-Jth,  is 
f\  good  approach  to  an  examination  of the  advcrtisinQ  phE:nomenon. 
At  the  sam~ time,  \•Je  can  give  the  formula  used  in  the  American 
systeM  which  resolves  probl9MS  through  the  F.T.C.  (F2rer~l Trade  Commis-
sion)  according  to  the  followin~ principle  :  "when  the  consumer  purchases 
on  the  basis  of faulty  infonn~tion and  his  dcmnnds  are  not  sf!tisfied,  his 
skepticism concerning  the  informntion  raceived  incref\ses  nnd  the market 
no  longer  opert~t~s properly."  It is  possible  that:l  if advertising which 
exceeds  certain limits is repeatedly questioned,  tho  effectiveness  of 
advertising in  g~nernl could  be  decrensed.  In  particular, the  ~uthors of 
this survey  do  not  believe  that these  questions,  cont(\ined  in the  first 
part of the  survey, at least with  re~ards to  children, will  die nut  like 
a passing  fashion  and  that everything  ~Jill  be  accepted  as  h'as  stf\tcd 
quite frankly  Ly  a spokesman  for 0ne  of the  leading  medie.  in  the  Commnn 
Market  countries. 
On  the other hand,  \A.re  note  \tJi th  interest the  s tatenent,  in the  form 
of  a  commitment,  th~t ndvertising  consultant agoncies  which  are  ne~bers 
of a well-knm'ln  association  in France  h?.ve  put  on  posters  whicJ,  "!1PC~r 
on  the wa 11 s  in the French  capi t~  1  :  "iio  ::1ore  h~rd sc  11 . " 
2.  - Some~  profess i ona 1  s  who  ar:~ conscious  of tht:  power  of adverti-
sing  and  its limits  have  t~ken up  their responsibilities concernino  chil-
dren  and  adolescents,  in particular:? within  the  fnmily  group.  One  of them 
published  his  considerations  in a  text which  his  here  reoroduced  in part, 
based  on  a fr2e  transl0tion. - 71  -
We  believe it deserves  to  be  mentioned. 
In  the  author•s  opinion,  there  ore  three  stages  tn  be  considered 
a)  The  psycho  ... social  environment 
We  cannot  ignore  that even  advertising  aimed  at  ~dults effects  the 
entire family.  In  the chi 1  d  t s  mind t  adverti sins  crr~:~tes  an  iMa9e  of the 
adult's attitudes, lifestyle 0nd  values.  ~:e  does  not  an~lyze but  reccts 
to  the messageo  At  this first level,  the  advertisin~  profcssion~ls  ~re 
responsible. 
b)  A~vertisin~ usinn,  children 
The  i mng0  pr~sented to  the  chi 1  d crca tes  a conflict  bett~!een  rea 1  i ty 
in his  family  and  advertising which  idealizes. 
c)  Advertising  ained  at children 
By  using  adults  to  sell  to  childr8n,  the  adults•  ~ttitudes could 
create contradictions with  the  parents•  real  Attitudes. 
A doubl-::?""authority  could  b~ created  : 
•  that on  th8  television which  flatters  the  child 9 
.  that of the  parents  who  d0  not  h~ve the  ~0ans or do  not want  to 
buy  a c2rtain product  for  th~ child. 
If the  child actors  are  used  :  I·'hat  values  f\re  they  given  to  asst~nc 
in their  attitud~s mnong  ther1selves?  t-!h~t  social  values  nnd  ~~,hat  roles 
are  encoura~.F~rl in the  r~presentations of girls  and  boys,  children  f\nd  the 
family  or children  and  society? 
Apparently  identical  preoccupations  were  discussed  in  the  survey 
which  was  alrGady  cited on 
11Consumer  reaction  to  advertising"  \f.!ith  regard - 72  -
to  two  aspects  (1}.  First is the  child's formation  and  his  "soci~lization" 
as  a consumer  and  advertising  plays  a  p~rt in this.  ~econd is the  f~ct 
that messagds  aimed  at childr'2n 
11raise the  entire rroblem  of  rel~ti0nship 
and  communication  tdthin  the  fomily  group."  But~ in the article cited, 
the  reseflrch  tends  to detemi  ne  ~  0n  one  hant~  "h(W!  chi 1  dren  0f different 
ag~s and  from  di fferer.t soci a.l  groups  i nfl uenc-::  their  ~J.rents"  !I  and,  on 
the other  ~~~.,rha.t  s tir!'lul i  arc  c~pab  1  e  of pro vi ding  the necessary Means  for 
this  tentative influence". 
It would  be  i ntercsti ng  to  compare  these  t'i.fO  efforts.  The  first is 
the  rt:sul t  of  a  responsi  L> 1  e  atti  tudQ  .~nd  the s0cond  springs  froM  entirely 
commercial  consid(:ratinns.  This  second  attitude is brought out a.t  the 
level  of irresponsible  t~chniques, considering their consequences  ~nd end 
results.  The  t\\fc  attitudes shoul rl  no  longer  he  i gn0red. 
For  this  reason, it is  to  be  hoped  that the  representative profes-
sional  organizations  join in  to  consider thes8  id0~s.  C0nflict~ it has 
been  said, usually  leads  to  negoti~tion but docs  not  cxclurle  rerul~tion. 
3.  - This  resl:nrch  \"!ould  be  first tc  b>2como  a\'-!~re  (\nd  then  to  report. 
It should  include  an  examination  of advertisins dncumcnts  themselves,  in-
eluding  tel2vision spots.  It should  also  h2  done  usin~ records  established 
or to  be  ~stab  1  i shed  on  the  ?.pp 1  i cation nf the  reconmendati nns  C\nd  sc 1  f-
control  actions  taken. 
- Th;}  mr;ans  should  be  put at the di sposa  1 of family  and  ~~om0n 's 
organizations,  in  p~rticular, Hhich  arc  the most  concerned,  in  every~r.y 
1  i fe,  by  th~s,J  prob  1  err.s,  so  thot  they  c0.r.  i ncreflse  and  expand  their 
( 1)  Hard,  J. ,  Consuwer  Socia  1 i zAti on$  cited in  the  '""'(;vue  Frf\n~ai se  de 
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surveys  and  expressions  nf their opinion. 
-In fact~ the rroblem  is VJhether  the  advertisin~ profession,  as 
a whole,  can  adopt  an  attitude which  is conpatible with  the  respect which 
must  exist for the  child's ryersonality  and  th~t of the  adolescent  ~nd, 
more  genet'ally~ r8spect for people.  l:lhnt  is  in question  is  psychological 
action  intended  to modify  beh0.vior  and  conduct.  ,l\ctually~  the child, 
whether  as  a  t~rget, prescriber or ar0ument,  makes  his  entrnnce  into  the 
"consumer  soci ety
11  ~'!i th  regards  to  0,oods  ""d  services  intended  for  hir-1 
as  we 11  as  those  offered tn  adults.  ''~f.:  h~ve sr:en  thct it '"'-'as  cons idere~ 
desireable  that he  not  be  seen  or  heard  in  these  rol~s that  hG  is  ~ade 
to  assume  (~etherlands). 
- The  argument  that it is  up  tn  thG  parents  and  educators  in 
gent:ra 1 to  take  action on  beha 1  f  of chi 1  dren  and  ado l  (~scents  by  p  1  ayi n9 
a  protective role does  not stand  up.  Thos£  h1t1o  hide  behind  this  kind  of 
reply evidentally  C'.r~  not  f0miliar with  the rec:;uirel"l1ents  nf  evaryrlay  life 
and  the  conditions  existing  in and  arnund  the  fC'.mily  excGpt  for those  ~Jho 
belong  to  a  privil:.::gc:d  socio-professional  rroup.  They  also  do  not  kno,~J, 
for example)  regardin~ television$  that the  ti~e spent watchin9  televi-
sion is highest for  youn~ people  (5  tn  12)  anrl  th~t this is  es?eci~lly 
true for  fami 1  i es  in which  both  the  f.~ther and  the r"lother  lMOrk  nutsi de 
the  home  and  '~Jhere other sporting or cultural  recrc;xtion  is nnt usually 
available.  In  fact 9  this f'.rgument,  which  sho\,;s  the  irresponsibility of 
those v:ho  use  it to  justify any  abusP.,  1  ef!ds  tn  positive  ~cti  ons  which 
should,  on  th~ contrary,  be  taken  and  stren~thened even  if advertisin9 
aimed  at youna  people  changed  in  tone  0r purpose. -·  74  -
Prohibition of televiserl advertisinn  usin~ children  remains  a 
~  '  .  .) 
possible  solution  (even  for  those  who  admittedly  ~re not  in  f~vor of  to-
tal  prohibition of advertising on  this mediun)  because  of its PlAce  in 
f~mily life anJ  the  uncertain effects of resulAtions  which  would  ba  rlif-
fi cu 1  t  to  contro  1 at h'c  s t  in certeli n countries. 
- Anoth0r  solution would  be  to  give  the  concerned  organiz~tions 
the  right to  prohibit oither according  to  circur.stances  and  C\imed  at 
certain writtan or spoken  mass~00s  ~nd advertisin0  srynts  or  in a more 
genera  1 m<\nner  to  permit  objt-~cti ve  d~ve  1  OJ')m~mts. 
- But~ in general,  th~ little time  television devoted  to  inf~rMing 
children is deplorable.  This  remRrk  is addressed  to  those  responsible 
for televisiJn programs.  l!e  mention  this l:thile  er:1ph"sizin0  that, for 
radio  and  t2levisior; more  than  the  other l:!edia,  f0rrmtion  anrl  informa-
tion  c~nnot be  dissociat2d from  advertisin'l  such  as  it  ~ppeJrs  ~n the 
screen if ~.,e  put ::urselves  in  the  vie,,.mr's  place,  especi~lly the child's. 
From  this  point of  view~ it is  no teet  that, compared  ~Ji th  the  sector 
of goods  and  s~rvices on  the  mark~t which  ~re  advertise~ in  all  the  ~e~i~, 
that of collective qcods  ~nd services  is  r~r9ly offP.red  anrl  explained  to 
the  viewers,  ~specially children.  However,  this sector offers  their 
parents,  and  themselves,  an  important  solution for their ho!)es  and  needs 
regarding  oducation~ health,  transportation,  soci~l  services,  sportin~ 
goods,  culture,  ~tc.  This  varies  ?'.ccording  t0  country  but  is  irnn0rt~nt 
everywhere.  P.tiVF1rti sing  ~Jhi ch  concer.trates  enti  rt~ ly on  rna rketed  r;oods 
and  services  and  n~9lects information  "outside  the market"  helns  to 
crt!ate  an  unbalanct:~d  attitu~e agf\inst  collective s.::rvicr:::s  which,  hm~ev2r, 
fulfi 11  basic  needs  for  the  f!iOSt  part. - 75  -
It is true that the  existence of television stations, for  ~t least 
certain ones 9  depends  on  advertising  income 9  more  or  less 9  but often  this 
depend~nce is  rel~tively high  nnd  can  even  be  extremely  imoort~nt. 
The  education  and  info~1ation of  the  consuMer,  indispensahle  to  the 
market  economy,  has  not  developec  sufficiently to  ensure  the  essenti~l 
balance.  The  education  of young  consumers  is the  b~sic element  in  thr. 
protection of  the  consumer's  interests. 
In  conclusion,  the exe1!!1ination  of advertisino \l!ith  the  ctenrce  of 
growth  it has  reached  today  and  the  rejection it too  often encounters  is 
something  which  does  not  concern  advertising  r.nd  advertising alone.  Pith 
regards  to  childr~n and  adolescents,  the question  is whether  productions 
distribution  ~nd  advertisin~  ar~ 2ach,  and  together 9  znds  in  themselves. 
The  child, th0  adolescent and  the  adult nro  ~ore than  just consumers  ~ 
they  are  pe0ple. 
The  commercial  powers,  using  the vast resources  ct their dispos'll, 
erode  the  va 1  ue  structur8  ;~nd  turn  ev¢3rythi n!J  to\'Jnrds  themselves. 
"The  improvement  of ev2ryday  life" also deoends  nn  f!.lirness  in 
advertising  and  r2spect for  the  personalities of those  who  receive it. CO~iiTTEE OF  F.~ILY ORGANIZATIONS 




ADVERTISING  and  CHILDREN 
Appendix  1 
- Preliminary  note  (on  a motion  of the  le~al  and  economic 
centre for  consumer  studies  - C.E.J.E.C.) 
• Presentation  and  contents  of  the  S11rvey 
• Questionnaire C.O.F.~i.C.E. 
Motion  of 
questionn~ire and 
inquiry formulated 
by  the  C.E.J.E.C. 
- 1  -
ADVE~TISING AND  CI-!ILO~EN 
The  cont8nts  of  the  Survey  and  the method  nroposed  are divided 
into three  parts  : 
I  - General  observations 
II  - A/  Aim  and  contents  of  the Survey 
8/  Re9ul~tion or self-discipline 0f professionals 
interventions of consumers  and  their  or~~nizations 
I  - GENERAL  OBSERVt\TIONS  : 
A/  Advertising  is a matter of controversies. 
l/ Arlvertising,  as  an  important element  for the  promotion  of 
products,  services  and  sales  in Market  economy  and  ~ass  production~  h~s 
grown  constantly  and  is  now  considererl  a  NECESSITY  by  Droducers  (ad-
verti sors). 
It disposes  of  powerful  means. 
It holds  a place  in  the  commercial  strategy of  the  market  and 
of competition  thanks  to  the  Me~ns at the  dispos~l of  advertisors 
(producers)  and  publicists  (agencies  and  advertising consultants)  -
Financial  and  technical  means  - It is  in  itself a nrofession  and 
an  area  of competition. 
Mith  noticeable differences  from  one  country  to  another9  it has - 2 -
laid claim  to  a three-fold role- ecnnomic,  social~ even  cultur~l. Thus 
it claims  to  be  not  only  a means  of nromc,tion  for  s~.les, but  ~lso, ac-
cordin~ to  the  publicists, the Means  of  ~ssurin9 a function  ~hich is 
beneficia  1  to  gro\~th  and  to  the  1  i bera 1  economy  in  r-~:neril  1. 
2/ The  growth  of  advertisin~ is secured  by  very  i~~ort~nt means 
and  considerable  assistance from  the mass  medi~ which  it partly finan-
ces  to  such  an  extent as  someti~es to  call  in  qu~stion the  inctopendence 
of those  who  profit by it. 
- The  economic  and  social  effects of  advertisin~ are  nnt yet 
very  ~Jell  kno~rJn.  But  there  can  be  no  doubt  f'lS  to  the  po\~!er it has~ on 
th~ one  hand  over  the media  it uses  (written and  spoken  oress  - radin 
and  television)  and  on  the  nther over  the  behavior of consumers  ancl 
the  organization of production  in f::1vour  of cert:)in products  and  ser-
vices. 
- This  power  has  cre~ted defensive  reActinns  that are still 
limited  (except  for  preventive measures  in  countries  such  ~s  those 
where  advertising on  television is not  allowed). 
In  the  different member  countriess  the  public  authorities  as 
we 11  as  consumer  0rgc:mi zati ons  have  sought  to  nbtai n f'.dverti s  i nq  Hhi ch 
is not  disloyal.  The  public  ~uthf)rities first intervGned  in  the  inte-
rests of  producers  anrl  advertisers  to  ;->rev2nt  unfair competition.  Only 
1  ater - it is  the  same  \'.lith  advertising  ~s with  sn  rnnny  thi nfis  - havP 
they  been  concerned  to  protect the  consumer  ag~inst the  effects of dis-
loyal  advertising.  Le9isl~.tion has  tried to  be  more  and  more  precise to 
keep  pac8  with  the developwents  in  techniques  of  co~unication. 
- The  ide  a  of a  po 1  icy for the  Community  \~Jhi ch  is  nmAJ  unf!er-
going  study  is obviously  ti~ely.  It is  ~11  the  nor~ ur9ent  in  th~t - 3  -
advertising,  like communication,  has  no  boundaries.  The  use  of certain 
media,  radio  and  television in particular, and  the  development  of 
techniques  have  given  to  advertisors  and  advertisin0  a9encies  possibi-
lities of  transmission which  are  internation~l  and  world-wide.  This  si-
tuation calls for a defensive  counter-action. 
•  Thus,  within  the  Community,  consumers  and  their organizations 
are directly concerned  by  the  regulation of advertising  (where  such  re-
gulation exists  and  has  been  proved  effective, whether  it be  legal  or 
self-disciplinary). There  is an  identity of interests  amonc;!  Eurooean 
consumers  which  must  be  stressed. 
- The  preceding  observations  are  purposely  concise.  ~1any aspects 
that have  been  evoked  would  require further developments  and  specific 
studies.  These  considerations  have  been  thought  useful  as  a prelude  to 
the  study  of one  aspect which  must  constitute a priority for  org~niza­
tions  representing  the  family  group  of consumers  :  advertisino  ~nd 
children. 
B/  CHILDREN  IN  ADVERTISING  AS  TARGET  AND  AS  ARGUMENT 
Advertising,  which  aims  at maintaining  or creating markets  and 
sellina, attaches  great importance  to  the  choice  of its targets and 
arguments. 
Children  - defined  here  as  babies, younD  children and  youn~ 
adolescents  - are  used  by  advertisin!'),  r,lOre  or  less directly, \ttith  pro-
ducts  or services  - objects of the  advertisement  - as  TARGETS,  PRESCP.I-
BER  or  ARGUMENTS  : 
- As  TARGETS  (baby  food,  clothing, furniture, education,  school 
supplies, toys9  and  so  on  •••• ). 
- As  PRESCRIBERS,  intervening  to determine  the  choice  and - 4 -
consumption  of adults  (food,  cleaning materials,  and  s~ on  •• ) with  or 
without  advanta~es such  as  gifts for  children. 
- As  ARGUMENTS,  playing  directly or indirectly on  adults' 
feelings  or sense  of responsibility {food,  health, education,  insurance, 
and  so  on  ••• 
The  use  of  children is most  apparent  in television advertising. 
Where  these messages  are  allowed,  excesses  have  engendered  a protective 
and  defensive  reaction  against the  exploitation of parents'  feelings. 
This  reaction should  protect advertising  (advertisors  and  agencies) 
against itself by  modifying  a fonn  of "creativity" which  if unchecked 
can  exploit children  by  playing  on  the feelings  that bind  parents  ~nd 
children and  the  family  in general. 
0 
0  0 
II - PROPOSALS  - AIM  AND  CONTENT~ OF  THE  SURVEY 
A/  Report  - Inventory 
1.  DESCRIBE  the  advertising fact and  its evolution  in its use 
of children. 
- as  TARGETS  {goods  and  services destined  for children) 
- as  P~ESCRIBERS in  the  advertisement  {children as  advertising 
agents) 
-as J'.RGW11ENT  (behavior  and  responsibility of  ~dults towards 
children - social  prestige - appeal  to  motherly  or fatherly conscience  -
children's future,  and  so  on  •. ) 
There  is effectively 
- a market  of goods  and  services  destined  for children  (young ·- 5 -
children, children, youn0  adolescents). 
a  competin~1 advertising  strate~y which  is always  on  the  alert, 
and  consequently  a.dverti sing  arguments  appea 1  i ng  to  the  conscious  and 
the  unconscious 9  to reality and  dream)  playin~ with  all  the  feelings 
that have  or  have  not  any  connection with  the  product  or service  to  be 
sold. 
2/  DISTINGUISH  accordin~ to  the media  :  pl~cards, written or 
spoken  oress  ~  television, personalised  advertising  (lEtters)  and  so 
on  .... 
For  example~ it may  be  noted  th~t French  television advertisin? 
uses  children in  25%  of its advertisements. 
CONSTITUTE  a file with  characteristic examples,  such  as 
newspaper  cuttinss, relations of spoken  advertise~ents~ story-board, 
and  references  of  advertisements  broadcast  on  television  (ct~tes, ad-
vertisers, collective advertisements,  and  so  on  •••• ) 
3/  ADVERTISING  STRATEGY 
Psychology  and  motivations  of ndvertisors  Rnd  advertising a0en-
cies with  regard  to  the  use  of children.  To  be  comp~red with  other 
themes  (the feminine,  the Masculines  soci n  1  nrf?S ti  00  a.nd  objects  as  its 
symbols,  the  unusual,  the  untamed,  the  ~cnuines and  sn  on  ...  ) 
Ho~._:  are  advertisements  us i n11  chi 1  drcn  fe  1  t  by  f)eop 1  e nt  1  rtrge, 
parents  and  family  orqanizations,  p~rents'  associ~tions, educators, 
sociologists  and  ~ublic services? 
To  get answers  to  these  two  questions  requires  interrogating 
the persons  concerned  and  hearing  their opinions. 
!tie  must  in particular find  out whether  the  prob 1  em  to  which  the - fi  -
the  present study  is devoted  h~.s  t1 1  re~dy been  the  object of i nqu·i ri  es 
or meetin9s.  f\nd~ if  so~ 9ive  references  and  reryorts  and  produce  the 
relevant documents,  if they  be  of real  inter~st. 
B/  Re~ulation and  self  disci~line 
1/  Is  there  a  ~EGULATION concernina  the  use  of children in 
advertisin0? 
~)  It can  b~ either a specific  rc9ul~tion or  the  result of 
a  larger  regul~tion concernin~  advertisin~ in 0eneral  or  the  use  of 
infants  in  show  business  for reasons  of  health~ security or any  other 
reasons. 
If this is the  c~se, references  and  analysis  are  r~quire~, 
VJi th  detai 1  s  as  to  the  motivations  and  conditions  under  ~rhi ch  the  re~­
gulation  has  occured  (government  initi~tives~  parliu~entary debates, 
etc  ••. ) •  If necesse\ry,  the  ~edi  ~  and  su?ports  concerned  should  be 
explained. 
b)  Is  this regulation cisputed? 
If so, \'Jhy?  and  by  ~·Jhom? 
In  those  countries l!lhere  cdvertisin~ nn  televisian is 
now  forbidden 9  is there  ~ tendency  to  rn~k~ distinctions  (t~roets, argu-
ments,  areas  cf the market  to  be  opened  or  encoura~ed)? 
2/  Professional  SELF  DISCIPLINE  and  QELATI~Ns with  the 
consu~er oraanizations 
This  secti  em  0f the  SurvE~Y does  not  rr: 1  ~.te  t0  chi 1  dren 
alone.  hihero  self discipline and  relations exist they  C\re  likely tn 
concern  all  advertise~cnts.  Yet  there  is specific infor!"l'lti!"n  concer-
ning  children and  there  are  certain reflexions  to  be  m~de. - 7 -
a)  \rJhere  a professional  deontology  does  exist, the  conditions 
in which  it has  been  concluded  should  be  given  and  an  ~nalysis of its con-
tents, with  the  texts  relative to  children, and  the  clauses  of application, 
stating clearly whether  the  consumer  organisations  and  public  authorities 
have  contributed or not  to the  framing  of  these  deontoloqical  regulations 
{for  example,  the  Code  of Television f.:dvertisinq  in France). 
b)  Where  self discipline and  relation  an~ concertation with 
the  consumer  organisations exist, a description should  be  ~iven of the 
institutions  and  procedures  decided  upon,  with  or without  the  intervention 
of  the  public  authorities. 
c)  t·Jhat  are, in  the  opinion  of professionals  (advertisers, agen-
cies, media)  and  that of consumer  organisations  and  the  public  authori-
ties, the  future  chances  of regulation, self discipline nnd  concertation 
with  the  consumer  organisations  ? 
~'hat are  the  conditions  for  progress  in  this field  ? 
0 
0  0 - R -
l''):S  a  complement  to this Survey  ~nd to  situ~te its conclusions 
in the aeneral  conte:xt  of ?roduction  and  m:eds~ the  b•"  follm~inq questions 
can  be  as k.:;ct  : 
~  ~:Jhat  are  no\tJ  the  re  1  ati  ons  bet~!~cn  ~.dverti sino  tlnd  i nfomati  on  ? 
Is  there a  relation  bet\'J(!en  the  efforts mnde  in  favour  nf the education 
and  information  of the youn?  consumer  on  thr:  one  hnnd  ~nd adverti  sin~ usi nr 
children and  young  adolescents  0n  the  other ? 
..,.  Eow,  from  the  point of vi e\-J  of  needs~ !1arti cul ~rly in  ~  mi-
xed  economy  (market  goods  and  services}  can  we  jud:~c  ~dvertisin9 s:1lely 
in the  interests of market  gn.nds  f\nd  services, especia.lly  ~dv~rtisin~  ~i­
med  at children or  usin~ children ? 
Finallylr  the  reports~ of the :>roptJsed  Survey  f\nd  of the 
Prelimin~ry Programme  of the  Community  for  the  info~~tinn and.  protection 
of the  consumf~r (Apri 1,  1975)  ~ust be  ~rourht to  ~cneri!\1  attention.  The 
Survey  must  provide  im~roved knowledge  cf the  nroblem  it is concerned  with 
and  permit conclusions  to  be  rrawn  vs  ~  ~reludc for action in concert 
with  the different  ch~pters  ~nd priority  ~ctions  ~r0p0.serl  in the  Pro~ramme. 
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BRUSSELS  APPENDIX  2 
"ADVERTISING  AND  CHILDREN"  SURVEY 
1.  Results  of  the  survey 
2.  Methodology  (review) 2 
1.  Results  of the  Survey 
a) ~  :  on  the  whole  a very  clear tendancy  is noted  towards  using 
the  child as  an  argument  (Fig.  2)  :  56,53  %  of advertisements  do 
this.  The  child is targeted  as  the  consumer-buyer  in 19,06  %  and 
as  an  prescriber in  24,3  %. 
b}  Age  :  The  highest percentages  are  found  in  the  5 to  9 and  9 to 
13  categories  which  total  52,16  %.  Thus,  more  that half of  the 
advertisements  are  concerned  with  the  5 to  13-year-old  group 
(Fig.  1).  On  the  other hand,  youngsters  and  teenagers  only 
represent 14,03%  {13  to  18  yrs.).  However,  this could  be 
because  the  relative weight  of  the  arguments  is higher  and 
that the  arguments  apply  to younger  age  categories. 
c)  Age  and  Type  :  In  the  consumer-buyer  area,  two  peaks  are  noted 
at 9-13  and  16-18  (Fig.  3a).  This  could  appear  disconcerting 
when  it is considered  that purchasing  power  would  evidently 
be  a function  of age  and  that the  consumer  would  be  sollicited 
proportionally.  Nevertheless  the  following  hypothesis  can  be 
set :  products  offered  to  the  9-13  group  are  less expensive 
but  more  numerous  ;  this  seems  to  correspond  to Table  5.  In 
fact they  are offered mostly  sweets  and  snacks. 
Also,  the  amount  of  advertising which  is aimed  at all  ages  is 
minimal  (0,58  %),  which  seems  to  indicate that advertising  is 
aimed  at specific targets  (total 
11all  ages"  advertising  represents 
11,81  %). 
The  child  as  prescriber :  Graph  3b  clearly shows  that an  prescriber 
is mainly  used  for the  5-13-year-old  group,  83,02  %.  For  the 0-5 3 
year-old group,  the  explanation  can  be  that the  advertising must, 
in  general,  be  read  (it must  not  be  forgotten  that advertising 
also has  a visual  impact). 
For  adolescents  (13-18),  we  could  say  that the  advertiser can  be 
more  certain in  addressing  the young  people  directly and  thus 
avoiding  any  possible  interference on  the  parent's  part or, also, 
that the  "prescriber
11  mechanism  is harder  to fit into  the  frame-
work  of  parent-adolescent  relations. 
The  "arguments"  curve  is a regular one,  progressing  constantly 
to  the  5-9  group  (31,1  %)  and  then  decreasing  (0,59  % at 
16-18).  However,  a sharp  drop  must  be  noted  from  5-9  to  9-13. 
If we  add  up  the  percentages  for the first part of  the  curve 
(up  to  5-9  inclusive),  the  total  is 68,5%  while,  the  second 
part  (up  to  16-18)  only  represents  14  %.  This  clearly indicates 
that there is an  increase mainly  for children under  nine.  Let  us 
also  note  the  amount  of advertising with  no  specific target, 
i.e., 17,51  %.  This  peculiarity can  be  explained  by  consulting 
Table  9 which  shows  that the  argument  most  often  used  is 
11Safety, 
comfort,  health".  Since  the  fulfillment of a basic  need  (safety) 
is involved,  any  age  group  can  be  the  target and  the  advertiser 
can  be  sure  of  results. fQ!]f}Y~lQD§ : 
1.  The  child is often  used  as  a sales argument. 
2.  Most  advertising  is for  the  5-13  age  group. 
3.  The  consumer-buyers  are mainly  adolescents. 
4.  The  child-argument  is used  mostly  for the young£r  children. 
5.  Prescriber :  This  method  is used  mainly  for  the  5-13  group 
(In  general, it corresponds  to  primary  education). 
2.  Type  and  products 
4 
a)  Products  :  As  a whole  (Table  4),  the  products  which  represented 
the  highest figures  were:  food  products  (15,49),  games  (11,92), 
clothing  and  shoes  (11,59)  and  sweets  and  snacks  (10,59). 
The  figure  for sweets  and  snacks,  which  are  hardly  basic 
necessities, must  be  noted.  The 
11games"  item  should  not  be 
accorded  great importance  since  a part of  the  survey  was  perfor-
med  during  the  end-of-year season  and  the  feast of Saint Nicholas 
(equivalent here  of Christmas). 
In  the  lower  figures  we  find  beverages,  school  supplies,  books 
and  magasines,  radio  and  photo  articles, mopeds  and  motorcycles. 
Let  us  also  note  that advertising of school  supplies  is also 
seasonal.  The  average  figures  represent  "cosmetics,  health  and 
hygiene ..  products  (8,47).  However,  since  this product  category 
is aimed  in  general  (we  can  at least project)  a specific public, 
it would  be  more  interesting to  draw  conclusions  when  the  figures 
have  been  analyzed  by  type. b)  Products  and  types 
NB.  :  Legend  B beverages  ;  F sweets  and  snacks  ;  S school 
supplies  L/R  books  and  magazines  ;  T tobacco  ;  B/S/H 
cosmetics,  health  and  hygiene  products  ;  R/P  radio, 
5 
photo  ;  V/C  clothing, shoes  ;  A food  products  ;  C/M  mopeds, 
motorcycles  ;  J  games  ;  D miscellaneous  ;  E cleaning  products. 
fQD~~~~r=~~~~r§ : Among  the  products  offered,  we  note  four  leaders, 
sweets  and  snacks,  followed  by  cosmetics,  health  and  hygiene 
products,  books  and  magazines  and  finally, school  supplies. 
It might  be  interesting to  note  that certain products  recur within 
the  same  category.  For  example,  this is  the  case  for cosmetics, 
health  and  hygiene  products.  Many  beauty  creams  and  sanitary 
napkins  fall  in this group.  Most  magazines  for youngsters  (Hit, 
Podium,  etc ...  )  come  under  the  heading  "books-magazines ...  In 
other words,  it seems  that these  are  products  which  are  specially 
made  for young  people  and  not  common  products  which  are  simply 
offered  to young  people. 
Also,  these  leading  products,  which  total  51,38%  are  characterized 
by  the  small  investment  they  represent  and  the  fact that they  are 
bought  mostly  out of habit.  In  other words,  they  do  not  require 
savings  and  are  purchased  periodically. 
For  the  rest of the  products»  there is  no  market  trend. 
fr~~~riQ~r~ : (Table  5b)  :  three  peaks  :  games  (29,35)  food  products 
(21,1)  and  sweets  and  snacks  (17,4). 6 
Concerning  games,  we  are  tempted  to explain  their peak  as  a result 
of the  approaching  Saint Nicholas  feast.  A remarkable  figure  : 
sweets,  snacks  and  food  products  represent 38,53% of the total. 
It would  thus  seem  that the  stomach  is a sensitive point for the 
prescribers. 
Brgym~n! : (Table  Sc)  :  Two  types  of products  predominate,  food 
products  (18,11)  and  clothing  and  shoes  (16,33). 
It must  be  noted  that in the first category  the  products  rarely 
involve  children  {at least not  directly).  We  have  the  impression 
that the  child  as  sales  argument  is used  a bit to  sell  everything 
or, at least,  his  presence  does  not  detract.  To  support  this 
impression,  you  will  find  below  a list of  some  of the  products 
in  the  "miscellaneous"  group  :  tires, savings,  bird  seed,  sanitary 
fixtures,  natural  gas,  prefabricated  buildings,  bedding,  cars, 
fabrics,  rugs,  cat food,  furniture,  laundry  detergent,  fabric 
softener, wax,  etc ... 
Cbthing  and  shoes,  however,  are  more  specifically for children. 
fQD~l~~iQD~ : 
1.  Of  the  total, the  product most  frequently  promoted  are  food 
products,  games,  clothing  and  shoes,  and  sweets  and  sancks. 
2.  The  main  products  offered  are  : 
- to  the  consumer  buyer  sweets  and  snacks,  cosmetics,  health 
and  hygiene  products. 
- to  the  prescriber  :  games,  food  products,  sweets  and  snacks. 
- for the  argument  :  food  products,  clothing  and  shoes. 3.  Types  and  publications 
a)  fY~li~~~i2n~ 
Four  kinds  of publications  stand out from  the  qroup  :  ~tomen•s 
weeklies  (28,31),  far:,; ly weeklies  {18,62), weeklies  for younq 
people  (13,82)  and  other monthlies  (12).  (~ee Tahle  fia).  What 
is triking is that these are  not  ma~azines primarily Meant  for 
advertisingg  i.e., their basic purpose  is not  to  advertise. 
Also,  when  the  advertisin~-oriented ma"azines  are  grouned  on  one 
side and  the  rest on  the  other,  the  tendency  beco~es ~ore marked. 
(Table  6b)  85,9%  against 14,08.  The  press  thus  remains  a  soecial 
means  of advertisinq. 
NB.  :  Most  radio  and  TV  advertis~ents cannot  be  used,  either 
because  they  are  presented out of context or because  they  do  not 
contain  the  elements  necessary  to  classify them. 
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Also,  we  believe it  \oJorthwhile  to define  t~!o other !Jroups  (Table  6c), 
advertisements  using  publications  exclusively intended  for young 
people  (monthlies  and  weeklies  for young  9eo~le) anrl  other ma~a­
zines.  We  note  that the  first group  takes  charge  of one  advertise-
ment  out of five.  This  proves,  aMOng  other things, that publica-
tions for young  people  are  a completely  reliable means  of adverti-
sing  since they  have  a great impact. 
b)  Il2~-~0~-'E29~~1n~ (Table  7) 
Young  consumer-buyers  are  reached~ in  c!ecreasin~ orderg  by  weeklies 
for young  people  (30,99)  ~onthlies for younn  peonle  (2~,?3) and 
family  weeklies  {18,71).  This, again,  strengthens  the  supposition that the  youn~ consumer-buyer  is specifically  tar~etcd since 
the nagazines  themselv~s arc  aimed  Clt  specific t"rgets. 
Prescriber.  We  find,  "s  above,  weeklies  for young  people  (?C,36) 
and  family  weeklies  (19,26). 
Homen•s  weeklies  (21,1)  and  Rn~io-TV (13,75)  become  significant. 
It rlppears  nonnal  thflt the  ~teeklies for younf!  oeople  ret~.in the 
lead  inasmuch  as  the  product  is intended  for youn0  people.  The 
Radio-TV  thrust is  90%  due  tn  ga~es  (Saint Nicholas  period) . 
.t\rgum2nts  :  the  unquestion~.ble leader is  ~JOP1er.•s  weeklies  (38) 
folloltJed  ty other monthlies  (mainly  '"!t'r.'len•s)  (18,7)  ~nd ff\mily 
\~eeklies  (18,3}.  This  clearly shows  the  connection  between  the 
Magazine  and  the  ty~e of target (the  ~other throuqh  the  chilrl). 
~QD~l~~iQD~ 
1.  The  highest  crncentration of advertising  is found  in  publica-
tions  not  devoted  to  advertisin~.  Public~tinns which  ~re inten-
ded  s~ecifically for youn9  people  c~rry one  arlv~rtisernent in 
fiv-e. 
2.  The  consumer-buyers  are  targeted  by  the 
11young
11  publications  ; 
prescribers  are  aimed  at by  nore  diversified m2di ~.  n.rguments 
are mostly  the  prerogative of woP.'en•s  public"ti0ns. 
4.  Type  and  m0tivatinn 
a)  ~Q~iY~~iQD (T?.ble  8) 
NB.  :  Legend  :  JEU  ludic instinct  ;  SEX  sexual  instinct ;  ~~T 
maternal  instinct  ;  PAT  patern~l  instinct  ;  SUP/00~1  superiority~ 
domination  ;  IDE/HH  identification~ imitation;  Gqo  group, 
soci a  1 ins ti  net  ;  SEC/CONF /S."\NTE  safety~ coMfort,  he a  1  th  ; 9 
SEP/PLAIRE  seduction,  pleasure  ;  SUC/REUS  success  ;  LIB/EVAS  liberty, 
longing  to escape  ;  PRI/COL/CONC  prizes,  collections, contests 
GOUR  desire for  sweets  and  snacks  ;  FAC/RAP  easiness, speed. 
The  motivation 
11Safety,  comfort,  health  ..  is considerably  ahead 
being  used  in one  advertisement  out of four.  The  next  one  is 
11easiness,  speed ..  with  12,61  %.  This  is  indicative in  that these 
two  motivations  (which  total  almost  40  %)  are  based  on  values 
which  are  considered  basic  to  our  society  (safety, comfort,  speed). 
Through  its impact,  advertising  strengthens  this value  system. 
This  seems  particularly important  in  a survey  of 
11young  persons". 
Children  are  conditioned  by  advertising  to  a value  system  ;  this 
same  advertising  will  reach  out  to  them  later on  through  the 
value  system.  In  other words,  it lays  the  groundwork  for  later 
actioos. 
The  position occupied  by  snacks  and  treats must  also  be  noted 
(9,36).  A comparison  should  be  made  with  Table  4 which  shows  that 
sweets  and  snacks  represent about  10  %  of  the  selected  products. 
Next  a group  of motivations  of relatively close  values  is found 
in  a range  which  goes  from±  7,5%  to± 4,5  %.  It would  be 
nevertheless  risky to  draw  conclusions  for the  total  with  regards 
to  them  since each  is specific to  a type. 10 
b)  ~Q~!~~~!Qn_~n~-!~Q~ 
Consumer-buyer  (Table  9a)  :  The  motivations  seem  relatively well 
distributed.  However,  we  note  that desire for  treats  and  snacks 
(15,3)  is in  the  lead  followed  by  safety, comfort,  health  and 
prizes, collections, contests. 
Prescriber  :  (Table  9b)  :  games  (16,72)  predominates  ;  this is 
normal  given  the  time  of year.  However,  this shows  that parents 
not  only  pay  the  costs  but  are  also  the  objects of "toy
11 
campaigns.  The  question  arise,  "Why  don't producers  and  adverti-
sers  orient their efforts  towards  the  consumer-buyer  ?". 
The  reason  is undoubtedly  a question of means.  The  producers  sell 
their wares  for the  highest possible  price  but  the  resources  of  the 
young  consumers  of  these  products  are  relatively small  ;  the  solution 
is therefore  to  speak  to  Mom  and  Dad. 
14,63%  use  package  offers  (prizes, etc ...  ).  This  goes  well  with 
the  logic of the  consumer  system.  The  advertisers  know  that young 
people  collect things  (especially when  the  prescriber's  age  is 
5-13) ..  Thus  a little gadget  is offered  and  Mama 
110nly
11  has  to  buy 
the  product  to  get it. 
Let  us  note  that the  law  on  trade  practives  forbids,  theoretically, 
these  package  offers  ;  unfortunately,  there are exceptions. 
Argument  (Table  9c)  :  two  out of five  advertisements  use 
11Safety, 
comfort,  health"  in  their appeal.  In  the  end,  this sensitive chord 
is very  much,  in  this  case,  like the maternal  instinct.  Isn't to 
provide  for  the  child's safety  an  imitation of the  real  mother's 11 
behavior  ? Subsequently  it is observed  that almost  half of the 
advertisements  (39,46  %)  appeal  to  this  basic  instinct.  This  cons-
titutes a striking example  of an  invasion,  an  unhealthy  intrusion 
of advertising  into  the  public  conscience.  It does  not  hesitate 
to  appeal  to  such  an  instinct to  sell, really, any  product at all. 
We  note  also  "easiness,  speed
11  vrhich  represents  17,51%  and  which 
is used  mostly  for cleaning  products. 
Considering  the  conclusions,  the  survey  should  now  be  extended 
by  an  action.  The  problem  is a difficult one  since, besides  obvious 
abuses  which  are  covered  by  the  law,  advertising  delights  in  an 
almost  unfathomable  subtility.  In  fact,  through  this survey,  we 
have  succeeded  in developing  a system  of  perceiving  advertising 
and  we  have  results expressed  as  figures.  These  figures  are  not 
striking  ;  they  do  not,  in  themselves,  indicate  an  unhealthy  situa-
tion.  Bringing  ethics  into  the  discussion  would  also  raise 
another  problem  with  limits.  At  what  point does  advertising  become 
unhealthy  ?  What  criteria can  be  taken  as  a basis  ? The  only 
certain limits that we  have  are  that the  advertising  should  not 
be  deceptive  (this does  not  exclude  exageration  and  white  lies) 
and  that it should  contain  a minimum  of  information  {but  a visual 
image  of  a product  is, per  se,  information).  Between  these  two 
extremes  there  is obviously  a wide  margin. 
To  say,  on  the  other hand,  that advertising is not  as  bad  as  all 
that would  be  a lie considering  the  impression  left on  us  by 
this work.  But  to  say  that it should  be  prohibited  is a completely unrealistic approach'given  the  day  and  age  we  live in  and  the 
regions  we  inhabit. 
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Obviously  the  problem  is rather complex.  The  situation is, however, 
not  too  bleak  since  many  professionals  are  not  adversely  disposed 
to  reconsidering  the  question  and  giving  us  their cooperation 
(within  certain limits, of course). 
Thus,  practical  systems  for  taking  such  actions  remain  to  be 
established  (a  first step could  be  a  kind  of  round  table  including 
producers,  professionals  and  consumers).  Also,  let us  not  forget 
that this survey  was  performed  in  Europe.  At  this  level, action  is 
possible  ;  however,  we  would  have  to  wait  some  time  before  publishing 
the  results. 
5.  Conclusion 
Points  of  resistance 
-we again  find  the  question  of means  (human,  financial,  technical). 
In  the  specific case  of this survey,  however,  it is  less  acute  since 
the  limits were  set at the  beginning  and  an  extension  of  the  re-
search  would  not  have  made  it richer. 
- also,  this  research  was  quite original  by  method.  This  implies, 
from  a technical  point of view,  that it is difficult to  refer to 
a model,  a structure which  has  already  been  tested,  and  thus  we 




- the  very  subject of the  survey  (vague,  almost  by  definition)  render 
the  results  less evident  and  less  demonstrative  of a de  facto 
situation. 
Supporting  points 
- The  consumer  service  can  count  on  clubs  for  these  surveys.  This  is 
an  extremely  valuable  collaboration for data-gathering  as  well  as 
analysis.  (in  the  end,  the  richness  of  the  survey  depends  mainly 
on  this last aspect.) 
- once  again,  we  greatly appreciate  the  documentation  contributed 
by  the  library of  the  secretariat.  Without  it, it would  have  been 
practically impossible  to  produce  the  introductory  note, given 
the  time  available. 
the  good  relations which  exist between  those  in  charge  of the 
service  and  the  consumer  organizations  are  an  important  factor 
for success,  since each  does  their best  (there is also  a certain 
rivalry  among  the organizations •.. ). 
The  specific character of  the  League  is, in  the  end,  the  entire 
survey  ;  the  subject treated, the method  used,  the  help  of the 
consumer  organizations,  the  very  principle of  performing  a survey 
every  year  and  the  manner  in  which  the  results will  be  used. 14 
METHODOLOGY 
1.  Er~m~~2r~ 
1.1.  Reason  for  this choice 
-1  The  League's  theme  for  the year  is  "For  a Society  open  to 
children"  :  from  this general  point of view,  the  consumer 
service considers  the  child  as  both  a member  and  victim  of 
the  consumer  society.  The  survey  was  performed  within  this 
general  framework. 
-2  The  COFACE  is perfonming  a survey  on  the  subject  it reques-
ted  that the  League  perform  the  part in Belgium. 
-3  The  subject is put  on  the  program  for the  C.R.I.O.C.,  of 
which  the  League  is a member.  Also,  the  Consumer  Council  is 
taking  up  the  problem  within  the  framework  of a draft for the 
reform  of the  Law  of July  14,  1971  on  trade  practices  (in 
particular, with  respect  to  the  advertising  aspects). 
1.2.  Objective 
Given  the  role that advertising  plays  in  the  economic  and  social 
lives of young  people  :  to break  down  the  scientific mechanisms 
for contitioning  that are  used  by  advertising  agencies  and 
personnel. 
1.3.  Limits 
-1  Techniques  :  the  budget  was  limited  and  methods  had  to  be 
adapted  to  this fact with  the  help  of consumer  organizations. 15 
-2  Time  :  Work  was  begun  the  beginning  of October  and  the  docu-
ments  were  due  to  be  returned  in  March  (i.e., six months). 
2.  fr~e2r~ti2D 
2.1.  Sizing  up  the  problem 
This  phase  consisted of  researching  as  much  information  on  the 
subject as  possible with  respect  to  the  size of  the youth  market 
and  advertising  strategy.  A summary  of  this work  consitutes  the 
introductory  note  which  served  as  the  basis  for  launching  the 
survey.  It contains 
1.  !b~_YQ~~b-~2r~~! 
1.1.  Size  of 
11Young
11  population 
In  Belgium,  in  a total  population  of  9)650~944 (as  of December  31, 
1970),  there were  2,289,070  people  between  the  ages  of 5 and  19, 
i.e., 23.71%  of the  total.  (8.17%  from  5 to  9 years, 8%  10 
to  14  and  7.54%  from  15  to  19). 
1.2.  Youth's  Purchasing  Power 
Young  people  have  a certain purchasing  power  whether  it comes 
from  allowances,  salaries or payment  for  minor  services. 
For  example,  here  is  an  estimate  made  by  the  Youth  Fair in  1968 
2,634,975  young  people  from  7 to  24  years  old  spent  an  average 
of  430  francs  per month,  i.e., an  annual  total  of  13.5  billion. 
Using  the  index  to  bring  this figure  up  to  date,  today  they 
represent  23  billion francs. 16 
1.3.  How  much  of the  family  budget  is for young  people  ? 
In  1973-1974,  the  I.N.S.  performed  a  national  survey  of house-
hold  budgets.  Here  is some  of the  data  : 
2.  B9~~r~i§iD9_§~r2~~g~ 
The  child is  used  to  attract the  customer's  attention and  a 
whole  series of psychological  motivations,  instincts  and  desires 
are  appealed  to. 
- As  a consumer-buyer  :  advertising encourages  the  child 
himself  to  buy  ;  it puts  direct pressure on  his  purchasing  power. 
EG.  :  " ... magnificent giant posters, full  color: motorcycles, 
boats,  horses,  a simple  painting or Buffalo  Bill.  It's easy  to 
get yours  ;  just stock  up  on  Oxford  notebooks  for back-to-school 
••• 
11  (Hit,  Oct.  76,  P.  11). 
11Nugatti  will  put your  picture on  40  stamps.  It's the  perfect 
way  to  personalize your  books,  records ...  To  sign your  letters, 
gifts, ...  To  identify your  things •..  and  they'll  amaze  your 
friends  !. ..  "  (Spirou,  no  19R3,  4-15-76). 
- As  a sales  prescriber :  The  advertising appeals  to  the  child 
to  urge  his  parents  to  buy. 
EG.  ;  "With  Smarties,  you  can  have  fun  making  your  own  toys .•• 
Tell  Mom  about  them  quick  and  ask  her  to  at least bring  you  the 
helicopter  and  the  bulldozer.  She's  the greatest and  she'll  get 
you  the  duck  and  working  scales  too  !  (Spirou,  no  1958,  9-23-75, 
p.  33). 17 
- As  an  advertising  argument  :  the  image  of  the  child is 
brought  in  (health~ personality, beauty,  simplicity, etc •.. ) 
regarding  the  advertised  product  so  that the mother  (or  parents) 
is convinced  that in  buying  the  product  she  is contributing 
to  the  child's well-being. 
EG.  : 
111nvite your  child to  the  feast of life.  With  Phosphatine 
you  can  excite his  curiosity, his  taste,  his  appetite". 
(Parents,  no  91,  Sept.  76,  p.  12). 
2.2.  Medium  used 
The  publication  is selected according  to  the  desired  impact.  If 
an  appeal  to  a certain public  is desired,  a certain publication 
is selected. 
1.  Ib~_fr~~§ : dailies; weeklies  which  are  aimed  at a specific 
public  (family,  women,  youth,  others)  ;  monthlies  intended  mainly 
for youths  or  a specific public. 
2.  fQ~~~r§  in  the  street (panels, walls ...  ) on  vehicles 
(streetcars,  buses,  commercial  vehicles).  (In  Belgium  in  1974, 
1.6  billion francs  were  were  spent  on  poster advertising of 
which  0.49  billion was  for  lighted billboards). 
3.  B~QiQ_gnQ_!~!gYi§iQD : advertising  spots  ;  shows  sponsored  are 
financed  by  the  companies. 
4.  ~Q~i~§ : Advertising  shorts  screened  during  intermissions or 
before  the  feature. 
5.  fti~~~g_m~~~ri~l~ : This  item  includes  all  printed materials 
mailed  to  occupants  each  day  which  ctre  advertising-oriented  : 
catalogs,  newspapers,  free  bulletins, pamphlets,  brochures  ; 
personal  letters, folders,  etc  •.• 18 
6.  ~~~ :  banners  behind  airplanes,  balloons,  hot-air balloons. 
7.  ~QiD~~-Qf_~~lg : they  are  the  last links  in  the  comnercial 
chain  which  shou.ld  sway  the  buyer's  final  decision:  displays, 
shelves,  advertising  slogans,  packaging,  store arrangement ... 
a.  B9~~r!i~ing_!rgil~r~-~n9_2~~£b_£Qn~g~!~ 
2.3.  Building  the  advertising  image 
The  way  in which  advertising  is  presented  and  the  techniques 
employed  are  studied  very  carefully.  There  is a tone  and  atmosphere 
adapted  to  the  child. 
EG.  :  Wrangler" ..• Wrangler  will  make  a crazy  poster ... a funny 
idea  for a gift  ... a selection of 7 totally wild  posters." 
(Spirou,  no  1988,  5-20-77,  pp.  44-45). 
2.4.  Prizes, gifts, gadgets,  contests, etc ... 
Though  the  Law  of  July  14,  1971  on  trade  practices  prohibits 
"package  offers of products  and  services"  in Article 35,  it still 
allows  certain exceptions  which  are  found  in Articles  8 and  35. 
In  particular,  and  under  certain conditions,  packages  and 
containers, minor  services  and  products,  samples,  objects 
bearing  indelible advertising  texts which  are  visible and 
are  not  found  in  the  trade, stickers, coupons  for entering 
contests,  etc  .•. 
The  companies  utilize these  exceptions  to  attract the  customer 
and,  more  especially, the  child who  is extremely  attracted to 
prizes.  From  this point of view  it is significant to note  the 
increase  in offers during  special  periods  when  events  occur 
which  directly influence  the  child such  as  holidays,  back-to-
school,  the  release of an  animated  film,  etc ... 19 
2.2.  Selecting  a Method 
The  initial  idea was  to  do  research  on  two  levels  ;  the  organiza-
tions  gather and  analyse  as  much  advertising as  possible,  then 
distribute and  collect a questionaire  on  the youth  market.  Thus 
two  kinds  of complementary  information  would  be  gathered. 
A questionnaire draft was  drawn  up  while  trying  to  take  the 
greatest amount  of data  into consideration.  However,  this proved 
impossible  to  do  effectively because  of several  reasons  : 
- The  very  nature  of  the  essential  information,  would,  at best, 
obtain  a response  from  young  adolescents  and  thus  leave  out  an 
important  section of  young  consumers.  Nevertheless,  the  parents 
could  have  been  asked  to  fill  them  out  but  this would  have 
introduced  a  lot of guesswork. 
- Tbe  amount  of  data  and  the  relationships  among  certain parts 
made  the  questionaire complicated  to  fill  out  and,  also,  to 
process. 
These  problems  led  us  to  drop  this draft and  change  our  outlook 
a bit.  The  method  selected was  as  follows  : 
- Phase  One  :  collect advertisements.  The  members  of  the  organiza-
tions  systematically gathered  advertisements  aimed  at the young 
or using  them. 
- Phase  Two  :  classification according  to  three criteria. 
- type  of medium  :  press,  TV,  etc ..• 
- how  the  child  is brought  in  :  consumer-buyer, 
prescriber, argument. 
- the  age  of  the child  involved. 20 
- Phase  Three  :  analysis  :  each  of  the  advertisements  is analyzed 
according  to its contents  and  the  emotions  it appeals  to.  As  much 
as  possible,  certain constants  were  noted. 
When  this work  was  finished,  everything  was  sent to  the  Center 
for general  summary. 
3.  k~~~£biD9-~DQ_Qegrg!lQD 
3.1.  Meeting  with  organization  leaders  (October  1976) 
This  was  mostly  devoted  to  presenting  the  survey  to  the  leaders. 
3.2.  Contacts  with  the  organizations  to  check  operation of the  survey 
Direct contact with  the  organizations  and  on-the-spot appraisal 
of  the  operation  was  necessary  and  occasionally  led  us  to  modify 
the  procedure  according  to  practical  requirements. 
On  the  whole,  a great number  of advertisements  were  gathered  and 
the  members  worked  very  seriously. 
4.  ~YrY~~-r~~Y!!~ 
4.1.  Methodological  evaluation 
Almost  a thousand  analyzed  advertisements  arrived  at the  general 
secretariat of  which  only  10  %  proved  to  be  unuseable.  From  a 
qualitative point of view,  problems  arose  on  three  levels 
-1  Some  advertisements  could  not  be  used  because  too  much  infor-
mation  was  absent.  This  lack  was  especially significant for 
radio  and  TV  from  which  advertisements  were  most  difficult to 
gather. 21 
-2  Misunderstanding.  Contacts  with  the  organizations  and  the 
analysis  patterns  showed  that certain ideas  had  been  misunderstood 
(example  :  confusion  of argument  and  motivation).  In  fact,  the 
danger  for  those  who  design  this  kind  of project lies  in  the  fact 
that the  ideas  they  are  used  to  dealing  with  do  not  correspond 
to  conventional  meanings. 
-3  Analysis  errors.  Though  certain data  was  unquestionable  (medium, 
products),  others  were,  in  large  part, subject to  the  appreciation 
of  the  organizations  (age,  motivation). 
4.2.  Results  and  processing 
The  first operation was  to  detenmine  the  categories  for each  of  the 
variables  and  to group  the  different variables  in  two-variate 
taQles  according  to  the  type  of information  they  could  furnish 
-1  for the  tables  : 
AGE-PRODUCTS  ;  MEDIA-PRODUCTS  AGE-MOTIVATION. 




0-1,  1-5, 5-9,  9-13,  13-16,  16-18. 
beverages  ;  treats  ;  school  supplies  - courses  -
books  - magazines  ;  cigarettes - tobacco  ;  beauty  -
health  - hygiene  ;  radio  - photo  - records  - casset-
tes  ;  clothing  - shoes  ;  food  products  ;  mopeds  -
motorcycles  ;  games  ;  cleaning  products  ; miscellaneous. 
weeklies, youth  - family  -women  -others  ; monthlies, 
youth  - others  ;  dailies  ;  posters  ;  radio  - TV  ; 
catalogs  ;  newspapers  - regional  advertising  bulletins 
brochures  - pamphlets  ;  personal  letters  ;  points  of 
sale - packaging. 22 
MOTIVATION  game  ;  sexual  ;  maternal  ;  paternal  ;  superiority -
domination  ;  imitation  - identification  ;  group 
instinct ;  safety - comfort  - health  ;  seduction  -
desire  to  please  ;  success  ;  liberty - escape  ; 
prizes  - contests  ;  desire for  treats  ;  easiness  -
speed. 
TYPE  consumer-buyer  prescriber  argument. 
Obviously  other groupings  could  have  been  made  (eg.  Motivation  -
products  ;  age- media  ;  Media- motivation). 
Since  time  and  resources  were  limited,  those  which  seemed  to  best 
correspond  to  needs  for  the  survey  were  selected. 
Using  the  nine  above-mentioned  tables, the  items  were  counted 
and  the  data gathered  was  plotted in  the  analysis grids. 
Once  this work  was  finished,  the  interpretation phase  began. f,  ~ . ~  To  f o I  a q  e 
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Lvw GREAT  BRITAIN 
1\.PPENDIX  3 
RESULTS  OF  l\  SURVEY  PERFOR~1ED 2Y  RAY  BRONN 
social  psychology  researcher at Leeds 
Uni vt::rs i ty.  {Report  by  l i am  f·.1cr,u 1  ey) 
Infonmal  interviews  with  mothers. NEWS 
com 
Table I 
TV  commercials make children nag their parents for things 
Total  AB  Cl  C2  DE 
%  %  %  %  % 
Agree  57  56  60  57  57 
Disagree  35  34  33  36  35 
Neither  6  7  6  7  6 
agree/ disagree 
Don't know  2  2  I  I  2 
- ~---- --· 
·~ 
"While it is  recognised that children are not the direct purchasers of 
many  products over which they are naturally  all~wed to exercise 
preference.  care should be taken that they are not encouraged to 
make themselves a  nuisance in the interests of any particular pro-
duct or service  ... - I BA Code. 
Ncte:  Percentages in the tables are expres~ed to the nearest whole 
number. 
Table2 
lfs not fair that advertisers encourage children to buy things that 
are too costly for them 
Total  AB  Cl  C2  DE 
%  %  %  %  ·% 
Agree  63  64  63  63  63 
Disagree  25  21  22  26  27 
Neither  9  13  12  9  7 
agree/  disagree 
L-.• ~·- '  ·-- ... -· 
Don't know  3  3  3  2  3 
"Direct appeals or exhortations to buy should not be made to chi!-
dren unless the product advertised is of interest to children and one 
which they could reasonably be expected to afford themselves.''-
ITCA notes of guidance. 
Table3 
Children between the ages of four and seven cannot tell fact from 
fantasy in TV commercials 
Total  AB  CJ  C2  DE 
%  %  %  %  % 
Agree  44  53  45  42  45 
Disagree  41  36  44  42  40 
Neither  I I  8  8  13  11  agree I  disagree 
Don't know  I 
4  3  3  4  4 
''  ... No  rr'~thod  of  advertising  may  be  employed  which  takes 
advantage uf the natural credulity ... of children."- IBA Code. 
" ... fantasy, clearly recognisable as such by children, is, of course, 
permitted .. .'' - ITCA notes of guidance. 
Table4 
Children in commercials sometimes set bad examples 
Total  AB  C1  C2 
I  DE 
%  %  %  %  % 
-
Agree  55  58  61  55  47 
Disagree  34  22  30  34  41 
Neithtr  9  13  7  9  8 
agree I  disagree 
Don't know  3  7  2  2  3 
"Children in advertisements should  be reasonably well-mannered 
and well behaved." - IBA Code. 
.. Advertisements should not set examples of bad manners or be-
haviour." - ITCA notes of guidance. 
Paae6  CAMPAIGNMAY3,1Q74 
A two-part research 
project pinpoints 
weaknesses in the 
IBA's system of 
ad control 
By Liam McAuley 
A  group of mothers reacted with 
amazed  disbelief when  they  were 
told that the commercials seen by 
their  children  were  individually 
vetted  by  the  I BA  to  make sure 
they  complied  with  a  code  of 
practice.  . 
Their  astonishment  increased 
when  a  researcher  read  them 
extracts from the IBA's code, and 
from the lTCA notes of guidance. 
''They  wouldn't  have  any 
advertising if they stuck to every-
thing they were supposed to," said 
one.  Another Y.'as  more succinct: 
'~They  are finding loopholes." 
'My  children take everything as gospel, and if a child is 
saying it, then it's even more so. If  a little boy says 
baked beans are the thing to eat, then he n1ust be 
The  seven  women  were  taking 
part  in  a  qualitative  research 
project carried out by Ray Brown. 
a  social psychologist at the Centre 
for  Television  Research, 
University  of  Leeds.  Their  tape-
recorded  discussion  about  com-
mercials and children formed the 
fint  stage of Campaign's  investi-
gation  into  the  efficacy  _of  the 
· controh  governing  an  important 
area of televisiOfl  adverti~ing, and 
provided  a  basis  for  the  !.econd 
stage  - a  quantitative  survey 
carried out by the British Market 
Research Bureau.· 
Brown first involved the woancn 
in  a  general  talk  about  com-
mercials.  introducing  extracts 
from  the  rules  about  half-way 
through the discussion.  He ide'nti-
fied  eight  main  themes  in  the 
mothers'  remarks, and used these 
· to formulate the statements tested 
by the BMRBsurvey. 
The  "nuisance-effect"  of  com-
mercials: 
All  the  Leeds  housewives 
strongly  felt  that TV  advertising 
encouraged childn:n to pester their 
parents  for  products  they  might 
not otherwise have  known about. 
One mother said: "l always tell the 
children  'Oh  don't  watch  those 
commercials.' because they are so 
obviously trying to get the kids to 
egg  you  on,  especially  at 
Christmas  time.  It's  very  good 
advertising,  of course, but it's all 
'Oh, l  like that -·can l·have this, 
that, and the otherr 
"I think it's awful, because you 
have to keep saying no, more than_ 
you would otherwise, because they 
wouldn't ask you for things if they 
didn't  · see  them  Qn  the  com-
mercials.  I  find it  makes life  very 
difficult." 
Another woman felt the nagging 
was at its most acute in the super-
market: .. If you've got little ones, 
y·ou're  bound to have them in the 
shop with you ... They tend to go 
.for  things  on  the  shelves  that 
they've seen advertised. They don't 
go  looking  for  something,  but 
when they see it they'll say 'Oh yes, 
· that's the advert where ...  ' They 
describe the ad, and then might say 
'Shall we try itT" 
A  third  said:  .. My  little  girl, 
right ...  ' 
'W·hen Johnny first got 
Action Man, there were 
only a few outfits 
available, but now there 
are so many. You feel vou 
have to get all these, or his 
Action Man won't be a 
proper one.' 
who's  ten  now,  has  tended  to 
nemorise every single ad over the 
last few years, and she'd go around 
singing  and  saying  them."  Even 
allowing for the natural hyperbole 
of the last-quoted remark, one can 
imagine how the constant childish 
rendering  of  commercial  ditties 
could  sharpen  the  edge  of  a 
mother's daily stre&ses. 
When  Brown read out the lBA 
rule that advertisements should not 
encourage  children  to  make  a 
nuisance  of  themselves  in  the 
interests  of  any  product,  the 
response  was:  "That's  the  whole 
point of them isn't itT' 
As  table  one  shows,  the' 
suggestion. that commercials made 
children  nag  their  parents  was 
borne out  by  57  per cent of the 
J ,228  mothers of young children 
interviewed by  BM RB, with little 
variation among social grades. 
Prices: 
Rising prices have aggravated the 
worry caused by the nagging-effect 
of  commerc..:~ls,  and  cost  is 
probably  the  main  reason  for 
mothers saying no to demands for 
advertised products. 
The Leeds housewives criticised 
commercials for rarely showing the 
prices of goods. "If  they did put the 
price on, it  might give you a good 
reason for saying no," said one of 
the group. Another added: "If  you 
take your child out to buy some-
thing  that's  been advertised, you 
'In the Persil dirt-
collectors ad, a child gets 
really dirty and his mother 
doesn't seem to mind. My 
boy says to me: You'd go 
mad if I came in from 
playing and I looked like 
th  .... t' 
can get a horrible shock when you 
see  the  price.  It's  terrible  if  you 
have to say no then." 
As  table two shO\vs. 63 per cent 
of mothers questioned by  BMRB 
agreed with the statement: "It's not 
fair  that  advertisers  encourage 
children to  buy things that are too 
costly for them.'' 
The credulity of  children: 
ln  the  qualitative  research 
project, mothers expressed it as a 
fact  of life  that  children  literally 
interpreted  statements  in  com-
mercials that might not be literally 
true: "My childre.· t!'_l<e everything 
as gospel, and if a child is saying it, 
then they are even  more ready to 
believe· the message. If a little boy 
in  a  commercial says  that baked 
beans are the in thing to eat, then it 
must  be right, otherwise the little 
boy wouldn't be saying it." 
When Brown read out the IBA 
ruling: "No method of advertising 
may  be  employed  which  takes 
advantage of the natural credulity 
of  children,"  one  woman  said: 
"That's  the  main  thing  l've  got 
against them." 
The  mothers' experience  indi-
cates  that  the  ITCA  is  certainly 
being unrealistic when it says: " ... 
fantasy,  clearly  recognicable  as 
such by children, is, of course, per-
mitted  ...  "  And  they  seemed  to 
agree that credulity was more of a 
problem with children  under the 
age  of  seven.  One  said:  .. As  the II 
I  ren  na 
' 
. ,  ads  already  served  a  useful 
purpose: "I don't care which brand 
of toothpaste they show at the end, 
as  long  as  it  encourages  the 
children to brush their teeth." 
Table  five  shows  that  the 
suggestion  that  advertisements 
might usefully try to teach as well 
as sell  met with approval from an 
overwhelming  83  per  cent  of 
mothers, although ABs had rather 
more  reservations  than  the other 
grades. 
The feelingofinferiority: 
When Brown read out the IBA 
rule banning ads which led children 
to believe they would be inferior if 
they did  not own the products in 
question,  one  mother responded: 
"That's always the idea, whether or 
/
.  not tl ... : actually use those words." 
Another  said:  "My  children's 
reaction to an ad was very similar 
to their feeling if they had gone to 
play with someone and that child 
had a toy they wanted." 
But,  as can  be seen from table 
'The children love the outer space ad for Cad  bury's 
Smash, but they wouldn't ask for it because they think 
it's horrible. The little one thinks its Doctor Who all 
over again' 
six, 62 per cent of mothers did not 
Pamela and David would  agree that commercials sometimes 
I 
D '  . 
' 
"I ga  vc 1 n with A ngd 
Delight, but they only 
tried it twice or so, and 
they all thought it was 
horrible. Now they see the 
commercial and say it's 
awful-whir:h is good 
really' 
children get-older, you can talk to 
them  more  about  ads,  but when 
they're  little,  you  can't  tell  them 
things aren't really what they seem." 
As table three shows, 44 per cent 
of  British  mothers  agree  that 
children aged four to seven cannot 
tell  fact  from  fantasy  in  com-
mercials.  The figure  is  noticeably 
highc·  - 53  per cent  - among 
women  in  the  A B bracket,  while 
C2s are fairly evenly divided on the 
issue.  But  the findings do suggest 
that  it  is  unrealistic to allow ads 
aimed at young children and then 
expect that their credulity or con-
fusion about fact and fantasy will 
not be exploited. 
The power of  example: 
The IBA ruling that "children in 
advertisements  should  be 
reasonably  well-mannered  and 
well  behaved" clearly relates to a 
highly  subjective  area,  and  it  is 
interesting that the Leeds mothers 
seemed  more  irritated  by  the 
excessive  "niceness"  of  some 
children  in  commercials  than  by 
any bad manners shown. "l don't 
like  the  way they show so many 
children  that  lisp,"  said  one 
mother.  "That's  terribly  bad  for 
other  children  to  watch,  because 
they  think  that  child  is  'good 
enough' to be on television.  And 
there they are, lisping away - it's 
terrible." 
Another felt she might be being 
unfavourably  compared  with  the 
wash up for me, playing  suggested  to  children  that  they 
the Fairy Liquid  were  a  "nobody"  without  the 
·  ll'k  product.  Again,  ABs  differed 
commercia  1  e a game . . .  significantly from the other grades: 
It.di~n't have to be Fairy  49 per cent of them disagreed with 
Ltqutd, though-they  this  statement,  while 36 per cent 
were happy to use any  agreed.  . 
brand of  washing-up liquid' The emot,ional effect:  . 
tolerant mother in the Persil "dirt 
collectors"  ad,  who  cheerfully 
sends her little boy out to play in a 
gleaming white T-shirt and jeans, 
and  never  complains  wh~n  he 
returns  besmattered  with  mud. 
"My boy says to me: 'You'd go mad 
if I came in looking like that."' 
Whatever  one  understands  by 
"bad examples," table four shows 
that 55 per cent of mothers are dis-
satisfied with the kind of example 
set in some commercials. Concern 
about this is hi:ghest among Cis -
probably the inost aspiring social 
grade. 
Should ads try to do good? 
This is the corollary of the "bad 
example" theme. The mothers felt 
commercials  were  a  kind  of 
necessary  evil,  and  should  miti-
gate their own bad effects by some 
attempt  to  instil  good  habits  in 
their children. 
Predictably,  they  approved  of 
road  safety  advertisements  -
indeed at least one of them felt that 
only this type of  commercial was at 
all  worthwhile.  But they believed 
that  several  other  types  of  ads 
could include helpful reminders-
ads  for  sweets could mention the 
need to clean teeth regularly, or tell 
children not to eat sweets at night, 
for example. "'They could do a lot 
of good if they put their minds to 
it"  summed  up a  general feeling 
about advertisers. 
One mother felt that toothpaste 
"There s  so  much  nac.lc:~!!1.!Q  __ 
such  a  short  time.  It's  all  tnovc-
mcnt.  sound  and..noise, and very 
exciting. They all sing." Responses 
such  as  this  in  the  qualitative 
research,  coupled  with  the 
comments  about  the  strong 
demands by children for advertised 
products, suggested that the state-
ment  .. TV  commercials  play  on 
children's  emotions"  might  well 
meet with general agreement in the 
main survey. As table seven shows, 
this was not the case. Fif!}'-six per 
cent disagreed, but once again, the 
AB  response  indicated  a  more 
distrustful  attitude  towards 
advertisements. 
Advertisements  compared  with 
programmes: 
As table eight shows, 59 per cent 
of mothers interviewed by BMRB 
rejected  the  statement that com-
mercials caused more trouble with 
young children than other types of 
television, and this response was in 
line with the feelings of the women 
in Leeds: "The amount of violence 
is  on the increase' ...  There is  a 
general decline in good television, 
and from that pointofview, the ads 
are not as bad as some of the pro-
grammes." 
Programme trailers came in for a 
great deal  of attack. One mother 
said:  .. In  the  middle  of the  day, 
when  all  the  children's  pro-
grammes  are  on,  they  seem  to 
adver  :i~e  some ghastly film  that's 
coming on later, and the children 
say: "Can we see thatT' 
Another  referred  to  the  diffi-
culty of getting children to go to 
bed  when they know an exciting 
film  is  scheduled for  later in  the 
evening: .. If  they just read it in the 
Radio  Times  or  TV  Times,  it 
wouldn't mean a thing to them. It's 
the  fact  that  they've  seen  some-
thing on the screen - it's usually 
the funniest bit they show, or the 
guns firing, if  it'  sa  war film." 
ers 
Table 5 
It would be useful if commercials tried to teach our children as well 
as trying to sel! things 
Total  AB  CI  C2  DE 
%  %  %  %  % 
Agree  83  70  83  85  87 
Disagree  9  19  10  8  7 
Neither  5  4  5  5  5  agree I  disagree 
Don't know  2  7  3  2  2 
Tabl~6 
TV  commercials sometimes  suggest to children that without the 
product they are a 'nobody' 
Total  AB  C1  C2  DE 
%  %  %  %  % 
Agree  26  36  28  24  23 
Disagree  62  49  62  64  62 
Neither  10  JO  9  10  10  agree/  disagree 
- ----
Don't know  3  4  2  I  5 
"No advertisement is allowed which leads children to believe that if 
they  do  not  own  the product advertised  they  will  be inferior in 
some way to pther children or that they are liable to be held in oon-
tempt or ridicule for not owning it."- IBA Code  . 
Table7 
TV commercials play on children's emotions 
I 
Total  I  AB 
I 
Cl  C2 
I 
DE 
%  %  %  %  % 
Agree  30  36  25  3~ 
Disagree  56  48  63  52  59 
Neither  10  10  9  II  10 
agree/  disagree 
Don't know  3  6  3  2  12 
"Advertisements should not attempt to sell products to children by 
appealing to emotions such as pity, fear,  loyalty, self-confidence, 
etc ...  ..  - ITCA notes of guidance. 
TableS 
TV  commercials cause more trouble with younger children than 
other types of  TV 
Total 
% 
Agree  27. 
Disagree  59 
Neither  11 
agree  I disagree 
Don't know  3 
Campaign's  survey  on  the  effects  of tele-
vision  commercials  on  children  and  their 
mothers was carried out by  BMRB's Access 
service. 
Almost  S,OOO  housewives all  over Great 
Britain were first asked whether they had any 
children  aged  between  five  and  12.  This 
produced  an • effective  sample  of  1,228 
mothers,  who  were  then  asked  to indicate 
how much they aareed or disagreed with each 
of the eight statements set out in the tables. 
The sampling method used in the survey is 
known ·as  Random Location Sampling. a 
AB  Cl  C2  DE 
%  %  %  % 
27  29  26  25 
59  58  59  60 
10  9  12  12 
4  4  3  3 
technique developed  by BMRB to eliminate 
the  more  unsatisfactory  features  of quota 
sampling.  Interviewers  are  given  very  little 
choice in  the selection or respondents, who 
arc  drawn  from  within  a  few  randomly 
selected and carefully specified streets. The 
sample is weighted to adjust it to the correct 
social  proportions  as  estimated  by  the 
National Readership Survey. 
The  social  srading  system  used  in  the 
survey  is  that  used  by  JICNARS  in  the 
National Readership Surveys. 
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